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Longshore
Caucus Held
In Seattle

SAN FRANCISCO—Ted Allan,
correspondent just returned from
Europe, will report on conditions
within Spain and the guerilla
movement here at a meeting
February 23 In the Scottish Rite
Auditorium.
The program put on by the
Spanish Refugee Appeal will include a discussion by foreign correspondent Vincent Sheean of
America's standing in the field
of foreign affairs.

5. No. 4

FRANCISCO — Calls
for the Seventh Biennial National convention of the
ILWU to be held in San
Francieo beginning April 'I
went to all locals last week.
The convention will be held at
the CIO Auditorium, 150 Golden
Gate Avenue and will bring delegates from Hawaiian, Alaska*
and West Coast longshore locals,
from warehouse locals from all
parts of the United States and
from sugar and pineapple locals
of Hawaii.
The sessions are expected te
run for five days.
A new method of representation favoring small locals will
be used for the first time. This
permits locals of one area with
memberships of less than 250
each to combine for the purpose
of electing one delegate jointly
to represent them. The entire
memberships of all locals concerned in such arrangement must
have the opportunity to ballot on
the delegate to be selected.

CMU Board
Recommends
Dissolution

Women's Congress Will
Study Discrimination

Allan and Sheean Report
On Spanish Conditions

'Vol.

Convention
To Be Held in
San Francisco
SAN

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 10
A special meeting of the executive board of the ILWU was convened in Seattle February 19 and
followed by a two-day enlarged
longshore caucus.
Both meetings were called "in
view of the serious situation in
the maritime industry and prob.
lems which will arise in relation
to the June 15 contract terminations."
'
• The ILWU contract and ser• eral other maritime agreements
which were negotiated by the
unions in concert with the Committee for Maritime Unity will
expire June 15 and must be renegotiated before then. Dissolution of CMU because of its present impracticability was recommended by its executive committee meeting in New York February
8. Attending the longshore caucus,
in addition to delegates from all
coast longshore locals, were delegates from clerks' locals and
from key warehouse locals of the
ILWU.
The caucus was expected to act
on the CMU executive committee
recommendation f o r dissolution
and discuss other means of
achieving unity of maritime labor.
The executive board met at
the new longshore building in
Seattle at 84 Union street. The
longshore caucus was held at
Eagles' Hall, 8th and Union Sts.
(Editor's note: For details of
these two meetings see the March
7 issue of The Dispatcher.)

NEW YORK—The treatment
of Negro women in the U. S. will
come in for some hot discussion
before the first meeting of the
national councils of the Women's
International Democratic Federation in Prague, which begins
February 20.
The body will have the Issue
brought before it by the American Congress of Women whose
delegates, Vice President Eleanor
S. Gimbel and Treasurer Helen
Phillips, sailed for Europe February 4.
The international federation,
which is a rough counterpart of
the World Federation of Trade
Unions, represents 81 million
women in 44 countries and ineludes many" organizations born
in the struggle against the Nazis.
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11h:dement of the Committee

Maritime Unity

New York, February 7, 8, 1947.
The Committee for Maritime Unity was founded upon the fundamental principal that
all maritime workers, irrespective of craft or affiliation, must unite, work and fight together in order to., protect themselves against the growing power of the shipowners' organization.s. Toward this end, and as a first step in the direction of achieving the ultimate goal,
the establishment of one national industrial union for all maritime workers, the CMU was
organized.
The CMU has, in it brief history, effectively served to protect and advance the interest of all maritime workers on all coasts.
CMU won for seamen and licensed officers a reduction of the weekly hours of work
at sea to 48 hours, with overtime for Sunday, and a 40-hour week in all ports.
CMU, for the first time in history, achieved equal pay for equal work for American
seamen sailing on vessels from all ports on all coasts.
As a direct result of CMU, longshoremen of the ILA gave solid support to striking
east coast seamen and licensed officers affiliated with both CIO and AFL.
Through CMU, maritime workers won wage gains unprecedented in the history of organized maritime labor.
Nothing can obscure from the minds of maritime workers these unalterable facts.
Unity won these gains—unity of American seamen and longshoremen through CMU, and
unity of seamen and longshoremen throughout the world with CMU.
CMU was established by overwhelming vote of the maritime workers, who recognized
it was an essential weapon in preventing a repetition of the smashing of the maritime unions
after the first world war.
It is true that an organization as new as this one, and formed upon a loose federated
basis,' would inevitably encounter mechanical and administrative difficulties in the course
of its first strnuggles during the formative period.
But these difficulties could have been resolved by following through on the organiza(Continued on Page 3)

NEW YORK — Dissolution of
the Committee f o r Maritime
Unity was recommended at a
meeting here February 7 and 8
of its executive committee. At
the same time the scheduled
March 15 maritime conference,
which %MRS•to have been held here,
was cancelled.
Stating that maritime workers
are in desperate need of a unity
program which will protect their
wage standards and working conditions, the executive committen
declared:
"In the light of the resignation
of (Joseph) Curran (as co-chairman of CMU) and the confusion
and disunity which currently
exist in the NMU around this
question, the executive committee
has concluded that it can do little
beyond giving formal recognition
to the regrettable fact that
Curran's resignation has rendered
the CMV ineffective for all practical purposes."
Signers of a statement setting
forth the reasons for the recommended dissolution (printed in
full in an adjoining column—Ed.)
were President Joseph P. Sally
of the American Communications
Association, Captain John Fox of
the Inland Boatmen's Union,
President H a rr y Bridges of
ILWU, President Hugh Bryson
of the National Union of Marine
Cooks and Stewards, Randolph
Meriwether of the Marine Engineers Beneficial Association, Pacific Coast division, and Secretary Ferdinand Smith of NMU.
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Free Poison and Irony

T

HE POWER interests have always had their hooks
into congress with a powerful lobby, not a few of whom
have themselves been congressmen or senators, there
being dozens of ways of paying off without being quite
so crude as actually to hand over outright cash bribes.
When the Tennessee Valley Authority came into
being there was a George W. Norris in the Senate who
exposed the grasping power monopolies with such devastating
thoroughness as to put its lobby
temporarily on the run — long
enough to get TVA and cheap,
publicly-owned, power into existence.
The great Norris is dead now
and the power monopolists are
again in full swing. This, time
. they are out to Make sure that
when the great scientists of the
land succeed in developing atomic
power it will belong, not to the
people, but to them—the power
monopoly, so that it will be able to invest a few million
in its best free-enterprise style and gouge the people
for many billions.
In other words if there's a better life ahead due to
cheaper and more efficient power to turn over machinery, the power monopoly fully intends to grab
all of its benefits and let only a little bit trickle to the
people at its price.

T

HE GREAT crocodile tears shed by J. David
Stern over the sale of his struck newspapers in Philadelphia and Camden throws additional light on the freedom of the press as it is
practiced in America. At least it is the first
time, since John W. Davis as attorney for the
Associated Press inadvertently blurted out in
court that his client was a "fabricator of news,"
that any publisher has openly admitted that
newspaper and magazine editors were expected
to be "creators of opinion."
Stern told a congressional committee, which
currently is searching for effective ways to hamstring labor, that these creators of opinion
should be exempt from union membership.
Of course, these editors, despite Stern, are
not and never have been creators of opinion.
The opinion is handed down to them by the owners of the press and the hireling editors merely
polish it in language to make it look like it came
from the public and therefore is public opinion.
If they tried any opinion creating on their own
their brass checks would be quickly lifted.

T

workers

TERN contends that 580 editorial
belonging to the American Newspaper
S
Guild deliberately struck his papers so as to

force them out of business, as if 580 workers
completely dependent on paychecks would enter
Into any such conspiracy.
The fact is that Stern always has been a buyer
and seller of newspapers at great profit. He
married a fortune, used it to buy his first paper,
which he sprinkled with fake liberalism, and
then run up a fortune of his own by this buying
and selling process.
When Stern bought the New York Post he
was trying to grab circulation among labor and
progressive forces. He practically hogtied the
struggling young Guild to get a contract about
which he could boast to this potential field of
circulation.

But it wasn't long 'before the office boys,
usually slightly more intelligent than reporters
and editors, began to see through J. David
Stern's liberalism—he could be liberal, progressive, red, conservative or reactionary according
to whichever brought him the most profit.
?THE GUILD, itself, is paying for the grievous
error it made a few years ago when it tried
to buy respectability with a red purge. The publishers, like other employers, said in effect, "get
rid of your reds—i. e., your militant unionists—
and we'll give you anything you want!"
Now, like other unions who have taken a
similar course, the Guild is finding out that
the "get rid of your reds" cry is only the first
cry toward wrecking the union which is what
the employers have in mind all the time.
It is ironic that Guildsmen, made up largely
of editorial workers, should not have recognized
a publisher lie after spending careers living with
those lies as they rolled off the presses.
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HIS IS the fight in the Senate of the United States
today to bar confirmation of David Lilienthal, former
TVA chairman, as chairman of the new Atomic Energy
Commission. The power monopoly fears that Lilienthal
will guide the commission toward public ownership of
atomic energy when it comes about. The monopoly and
its paid and unpaid stooges in congress are out to get
a man for the job who will find some way to turn over
the billions of dollars already invested in atomic energy
by the people of the United States to the monopoly,
That's American free enterprise, glorified, hallowed
and worshipped as the greatest boon to humanity.
Of course, the monopoly's congressional stooges dare
not admit to the people the plot they are weaving, so
they yell, as they always do in such cases, that Lilienthal is a "Red." Then, Lilienthal, with the characteristic stupidity shown by the liberals even when they are
otherwise intelligent, plays into their hands by trying
to out red-bait his red-baiters. This delights his enemies
because it fills the air with confusion and helps them
to cover their crookedness.

k

I

F ANYBODY thinks the power interests are above
stealing the people's eye teeth or pennies off the eyes
of their dead grandmothers, they should go back and
read the Congressional record when Senator Norris was
making his exposures, or read, if it is still in print, the
documeVed play "Power," which was produced by the
Federal Theater in 1936.
They will find that the power monopoly bought up
editors, congressmen and public officials of all description, even paying clergymen to preach sermons on the
alleged benefits of private ownership. They will find
that one power company even included the birthrate
of Northern New Jersey and the value of the George
Washington Bridge as capital assets upon which to
base its rate structure.
Further study will reveal at least former congress.
men who never hit the floor in Congress excepting to
fight for the power interests, getting their payoff by
making speeches to cross-roads church forums, which
by some miraculous means were able to pay them fees
like $2,500 for a single speech.
They are beginning to say now that Lilienthal won't
make the grade through the Republican senate. If be
doesn't, some of it will be his own fault for joining in
the red-baiting, for making such full retreat from
principle, and for capitulating to the bulldozing of military brass which sees the atom only as something to
rattle in place of the sword. But whether or not he gets
the job, it is up to us to be alert to the plot and fight
with all the means we have, organizational and other,
to prevent what is intended to be the biggest robbery
in world history.
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Californians
Fight AntiLabor Laws
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Executive Committee Statement,
Committee for Maritime Unify
(Continued from Page 1)

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Five
hundred delegates to the Second
State-wide Legislative Conference
here February 15 and 16 mapped
a program for labor, veterans,
civic and other community organizations to fight the present
Congressional and monopoly attack on labor.
Representatives of CIO, AFL,
Independent unions, veterans organizations, youth, Negro and
pension groups, Progressive Citizens of America and the Democratic party hit the present danger to workers' living standards.
They recommended that labor
bodies all over the state conduct
shop meetings and mass rallies,
organize committees and delegations, to fight anti-labor legislation with every method from publicity to picket lines.
ILWU IS REPRESENTED
Richard- Lynden, ILWU International Representative, was secretary of the panel on anti-labor
legislation; ILWU Research Director Lincoln Fairley was research advisor. Chairman of the
panel on veterans and housing
was Ed Reite, financial secretary
of Local 10.
A Filipino orphan in Manila reOther representatives of the
ceives a toy from the U. S.through
- ILWU at the conference were the Red Cross. This is parrof service maintained by the AmerInternational Second Vice 'Presi- ican Red Cross which sends toys, soap and
school materials to
dent Michael Johnson; Walter children in many parts
of the world. The Red Cross is now
Bell, Frank Hendricks, Clarence
seeking a fund of $60,000,000 for 1947 to carry on this and
Craig, and Cecil Saunders from
Local 10; Charles McMurray and many other activities such as those to veterans, community
Lou Gonick from the Oakland services and disaster preparedness. Looking on in the picture
unit of Local 6; Rob Goff and above are, left to right: Mrs. Remedios Tuason, director of
Kathleen Griffin from Local 34. Philippine Junior Red Cross, and Mrs. Ruth M. Crunden.
The panel on anti-labor legislation, chaired by Jack Reynolds, business agent of the Alameda County Building Trades
Council, recommended the fight
for guarantee of portal pay in
the Wages and Hours Act, $1.00
By WILLIAM GLAZIER
proposition.
an hour minimum wage, repeal ILWU Washington Representative
The present plans are for the
of the Hatch Act which limits
committee to meet only with
WASHINGTON, D. C.—T h e
the political activity of civil
ves of the governservice workers and of the no- Knutson tax bill (H.R. 1) is a representati
ment for a few days next week
strike pledge requirement im- fake give-everyone-the-same-break and then
report out a bill withposed on federal employees. It idea.
out even going through the for-.
A married worker with two malities
supported limitations on the use
of holding hearings.
of injunctions and opposed bills children making $3000 a year
The
National
CIO has already
awaiting action in the state legis- would have his taxes reduced by
lature for the open shop, in- $27.40 or 53 cents a week. A protested this latest steal and
creased limitations on eligibility corporation executive making asked that it be given time to be
f o r unemployment insurance, $100,000 would have tax savings heard not only in opposition to
this entirely inequitable GOP tax
punishment for anyone partici- of $12,460 or $239 a week.
program but in support of real
pating in a jurisdictional strike
The Republican Party high com- tax
relief for the Iower and
and penalties for contract break- mand began to get a little leery
middle income groups through
ing.
of this one. So they have started tHe raising
of exemptions.
PEACE REQUIRES ACTION
playing around with another idea.
MAKE MORE, GET MORE
Emphasis in the Peace Action
This is to allow everyone to file
Instead of a phony equal perPanel, chaired by former repre- a joint income tax return, i.e.,
sentative 'Ellis E. Patterson, lay every husband and wife can split centate cut for everyone the CIO
tax policy would raise exemptions
on the tie-up between world their income between them.
equally for everyone. For expeace and domestic social securWhat this means is that a
ity .and democratic liberties. married man making say $12,000 ample, if exemptions were raised
to $750, a married man with two
This panel recommended action with a wife earning no
income children would have a total exopposing the national budget would file his income
reports as emption of $3000, approximating
which earmarks 80 per cent of $6,000. The wife would
report the 1939 law. With the cost of
all expenditures for the military. .$6,000 also. As a result of
this living what it is today no family
It proposed education, jobs and simple device the family's
total earning less than $3000 should
housing in place of conscription. tax on the $12,000 would
be $1000 be taxed at all.
It favored the internationaliza- Instead of the present
$2500:
Under the present law a martion of atomic energy informaried man with two children earntion, the removal of American ALL BENEFITS TO WEALTHY
troops from China and Korea, An income of $5000 split this ing $100,000 has tan income
freedom from American economic way results in a saving of only after taxes of about $37,700. The
domination for the Philippines $38. With an income of $100,000 20 per cent cut law would raise
and continuation of Roosevelt's under this law you would save his income after taxes by 33.2
$12,854. This is as good as the per cent or to $40,216. While if
reciprocal trade agreements.
Other panels at the conference 20 per cent cut. And it has the the flat increase in exemptions
dealt with taxes, prices, public added advantage that while the to $750 were adopted his income
ownership and the Central Valley 20 per cent cut would result in after taxes would go up only 2.1
project; civil rights and minority a revenue loss of about $3.5 oper cent. On the other hand a
problems; public welfare educa- billions th the U. S. Treasury, the worker earning $3000, who under
tion, child welfare, old-age Pen- joint return idea, by giving all the present law has an income
sions, social security and health. of the benefits only to the after taxes of $2810, would find
All recommended quick and sus- wealthy, would only cost $1.5 that the 20 per cent cut raised
billions.
tained action.
his income after taxes only 1.2
Delegates raised $2500, $2000
After noising about that this per cent while raising exemptions
of which will go for continuation Is the kind of legislation that to $750 raised it 6.8 per'cent.
of the conference program.
they are considering, the House
So long as the Republicans
ways and means committee an- are prepared to cut the
Veterans may appeal adverse nounced that they would hold no total revenues collected in the
Veterans Administration rulings hearings on tax legislation. This country by 35 billion they can
on their claims for benefits to was too much for most of achieve this result — and equitthe Administrator of Veterans Af- the Democrats on the committee ably—by raising all exemptions
fairs.
and all but-one voted against this to $750.

Red Cross Drive

Equal Tax Reduction Is a
Sock the Poor Scheme

tional program to establish the CMU on a permanent basis.
At this time, however, it has become necessary for the
Executive Committee of the CMU to realistically examine
and appraise the situation. What do we find?
Shipowners Are Organized
(1). American shipowners are more effectively organized
on both coasts than ever before. It is clearly their plan to
disrupt unity of seamen and longshoremen, in order to have
a free hand for their program for unbridled profits. They
are active lobbyists for the passage of repressive anti-labor
legislation. In short, their program is to break maritime
workers' unity so that they can break the individual unions
and force a return to the practices which prevailed before
the unions came into existence.
(2). The shipowners have consolidated their political
power by the recent election of a reactiory Congress
which will largely do their bidding.
(3). The press and radio, controlled by reactionary forces,
is carrying on a smear campaign against the labor movement,
and especially the maritime unions.
(4). Seamen are faced with mass unemployment, because
tof s14 layuRs and ,transfer of American ships to foreign
yeestry:
'Maritime Workers are in desperate need of a unity program wDich will protect their wage standards and working
conditions, and will equip them to meet a shipowners' offensive on June 15th.
In the light of this situation it would seem that every
maritime worker would recognize that now more than ever
there is a desperate need for the achievement of the greatest possible degree of unity of all organizations in the maritime industry. It is our belief that the vast majority of seamen and longshoremen do recognize this fact.
We believe that the CMU on its record would have been
the medium for establisping effective unity against the shipowners. However, we must recognize that certain developments in recent weeks require a full analysis and a frank
re-examination of CMU perspectives.
Firemen, Engineers Not Decisive
The Executive Committee of CMU has just concluded its
final session. It has faced the fact that the MFOW, whose
membership has profited equally with all other seamen from
the activities of CMU, has failed to affiliate. The National
MEBA has similarily voted against affiliation. -From the beginning, these organizations had only a vague and transitory
connection with CMU. These organizations never did subscribe fully to the program of CMU. Therefore, their failure
to affiliate, while possibly weakening CMU, is not a decisive
factor at this time.
However, the CMU is now confronted with the resignation of one of its co-Chairmen, Joseph Curran, who is at the
same time the president of the National Maritime Union,
the largest CMU affili4te. The reasons advanced by Curran
to justify his resignation were carefully reviewed by the
CMU Executive Committee and were found to have no sub- stantial foundation in fact. In the light of the resignation
of Curran, and the confusion and disunity which currently
exist within the NMU around this question, the Executive
Committee of CMU has concluded that it can do little beyond
giving formal recognition to the regrettable fact that curran's resignation has rendered the CMU ineffective for all
practical purposes.
March 15 Conference Cancelled
The CMU Executive Committee has, therefore, determined on the following steps:
(1). The CMU Executive Committee recommends to all
unions directly concerned that the CMU be dissolved.
(2). The CMU Executive Committee hereby cancels the
March 15, 1947, conference.
(3). The CMU Executive Committee instructs the Secretary pro tem, following approval by the unions, to wind up
financial affairs of CMU, pay all outstanding bills and render
a final accounting to all unions concerned.
(4). The CMU Executive Committee authorizes this official statement as its final action.
Fraternally submitted,
AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION, CIO.
Joseph P. Selly
INLAND BOATMEN'S UNION, CIO,
Captain John Fox
INTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN'S AND WAREHOUSEMEN'S UNION, CIO,
Harry Bridges
NATIONAL UNION OF MARINE COOKS AND STEWARDS CIO,
Hugh Bryson
NATIONAL MARINE ENGINEERS BENEFICIAL ASS°.
CIATION, CIO, PACIFIC COAST,
Randolph Meriwether
NATIONAL MARITIME UNION OF AMERICA, CIO,
Ferdinand Smith
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'Appalling Lack of Information
On Danger of American Fascism Hit

Roth Wants
Some Bum
Strike Beefs
Special to The Ditohatelter

WASHINGTON, D. C.--Almon
E. Roth, president of the National Federation of American
Shipping, Inc., February 11 gave
the Senate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare a detailed
statement on what shipowners
want in the way of anti-labor
legislation, but in one phrase
tipped his hand to the fact that
what is really desired by them
is romplete destruction of the
unions.
"Tile most stabilizing influence
that could be brought to bear on
industrial relations," he said,
"would be a few unsuccessful
4111
strikes."
WANTS EMPLOYER RULE
The shipowner representative
opposed the provisions in the
Ball bill which would outlaw industry-wide bargaining, saying it
would bring chaos to the industry,
but 'then hedged his opposition
with a proposal that the shipowners have the sole right of deciding whether they should bargain
industry wide or shipowner by
shipowner or locality by locality
whichever will give them the
greatest advantage over the
workers.
Ills precise language was: We
contend that employers should be
free to work out their pattern of
representation in the light of the
particular circumstances which
apply to each individual employer's operation?'
Roth displayed particular bitterness toward the longshoremen
and the 1LWU.
According to his testimony,
the shipowners have always
obeyed arbitration awards, while
the longshoremen have repeatedly
retuned to comply with awards
they do not like.
iltISLIKES HIRING HALL
Nor does he like the hirino hall
'which abolished the vicious
Shapeup and kickback system and
lessened the shipowners' ability
to blacklist union men.
"Ever since this hiring hall was
established," he said, the longshoremen have used it to destroy
any loyalty between employer and
employee, and to give the union
complete control of the individual
longshoremen's job, as well as
the selection of the men to do
the work for the employer.
Through this control of the job
and the selection of employes, the
union has carried on a systematic
program for curtailment of production which has resulted in
greatly increased costs of operation and costly stoppages of
work."
Roth asked that unionization of
office workers in the maritime industry and walking bosses on the
waterfront be made verboten by
law.
He also wanted outlawed all
work stoppages not directly related to hours and wages and he
listed a number of alleged stoppages which he said were for
other purposes. He neglected to
mention the time longshoremen
refused to load scrap iron for imperialist Japan, lest it remind the
country of the eagerness of shipowners at that time to seize blood
money.
To make his testimony complete, Roth included the usual
red-baiting.
"The waterfront in recent years
has borne the brunt of the comanomitst effort to infiltrate Mat
she American Union movement
and to create and use industrial
strfile as a means *ward the and
of social revolution."
This came from the man
who said at the INbilat time that
he wanted "a few ensues-emote&
strikes?"

Rita Hayworth will
Queen be
queen of the
coming National Boat Show.

Crab Fishermen
Await Ruling
SAN FRANCISCO—Crab fishermen are not working in Northern California because of failure
of the Conciliation Service to give
a price award as previously
agreed with the fish dealers.

NEW YORK (FP)--The danger of fascism engulfing the U.
S. is at its highest peak today,
0. John Rogge, former sedition
trial prosecutor, told the newsletter In Fact in an exclusive
interview last week.
Rogge was interviewed by the
newsletter
anti-fascist weekly
after his return from a twomonth speaking tour of the U.
S. during which he addressed
thousands of Americans. Shortly
after he began his trip Rogge
was fired as assistant to Attorney
General Tom Clark for making
public details of his report on
the activities of the indicted seditionists and other American
fascists.
The former government official said the American people
displayed "an appalling lack of
information and a desperate
need for education" on the danger of fascism. "Too many of
them," he said, "would not recognize a fascist if they heard
him speak or if they read his
propaganda—provided he didn't
have a thick German accent and
kept a swastika off his printed
material."
DANGER GREATEST NOW
Asked whether the fascist
threat was greater today than it
was before the war, Rogge said
he believed the present period
offered the greatest danger.
"The onslaught against organised labor, the witch-hunt against
liberals, the continued boldness
of storm trooper organizations,
the removal from the radio of
liberal voices and the increase
in spokesmen for the right, as
well as the continued underplaying by sections of the press of

the native fascist movement, all
follow a dangerous pattern," he
said.
"Coupled with economic uneasiness, the fear of a depression and
wide unemployment, the disintegration of a liberal coalition and
the groping for leadership on a
national scale, it is all too reminiscent of the conditions which
brought Hitler and Mussolini
into power."
FASCISM RECONVERTED
U. S. fascism has almost completed its job of postwar reconversion, Rogge said. "The old
familiar faces are once again
spouting the old familiar fascist
lies." Backing them, he said, are
a variety of organizations, "some
of them merely continuations of
prewar groups but others involving a new camouflage."
"These groups include such
open storm troop outfits like the
Columbiana, Ku Klux Klan, Protestant War Vets, as well as the
political arm of domestic fascism,
American Action Incorporated,"
he said.
American fascism "parallels in
sickening detail the course of
fascism in Germany and other
lagds," he pointed out. "Under a
smokescreen of anti-communism,
it promotes discrimination and
disunity until a nation is hopelessly divided against itself and
the existing government disintegrates.
UNIONS FIRST VICTIMS
"The cultural pattern of our
own country can be fitted into
that kind of fascist program with
ease," he said, citing the antiSemitism "at virtually every level
is our social and economic life,"

the persecution of Negroes and
the growing attacks on unions—
always "among the first victims."

Labor Editor
Accused by
Ship Stooge
SAN FRANCISCO—Louis Pinson, editor of the Marine Cooks
and Stewards paper, The Voice,
was arrested February 5 on the
charge of suspicion of "assault
with a deadly weapon for trying
to take a picture."
He was accused by Al Harris,
one of the "dirty dozen" expelled
from the MCS for disruption.
The charge, later reduced I.
simple assault, resulted from
Pinson taking a picture of Harris
at the office of the Matson Navigation Industrial Relations Department's Mr. Bradshaw. The
picture would have proved Harris' company connection. After
Pinson had snapped his picture
Harris jumped on him and tried
to destroy the camera. The latter
wrenched the flash gun off Pinson's camera and claimed this
was a "deadly weapon."
Pinson was to appear in Municipal Court, in Judge Brady's
chambers, February 20.
He said this is one in a long
series of legal suits which the
"dirty dozen" have been serving
on the MCS In efforts to get the
union's constitution abolished by
court order.
Pinson pointed out that Matson
Lines executive Bradshaw appeared as a witness in behalf of
Harris.

Behind the Curtain of Cheese By MICHAELOVITCH QUINOGOLOOPHUS
lot of

lutes, or tried to act like them,
you a heaping-teaspoonful.
I penetrated Truman's curtain
and the heroes were brutal
Dessert was a small mound of
of cheese. For months, disstool pigeons who went around
ice cream about the size of a
guised as a Georgia cotton
spying on the people and arrestmoth ball, with one cookie
broker, my vest decorated with
ing them for murder. In Amermeasuring an inch and a half in
gravy stains, and my breath perica, the movie companies own
diameter, and a quarter of an
fumed with bourbon, I eluded
the theaters, or else force the
inch in thickness. The coffee
the dread FBI and explored the
owners to show their pictures
was pure poison, the establishsecret hell of blended whiskey
whether they like it or not, so
ment not having cleaned the cofand benzedrine that lies behind
all
pictures are shown, good or
months.
several
for
urn
fee
artificial
of
the 'grim curtain
bad, and all alike are advertised
While I was eating this,
Camembert and Cheddar which
as marvelous.
someone stole my hat. ,
conceals the U. S. A. (United
I visited one neighborhood
States of America) from the cul- , All America is suffocating
covering hundreds of thousands
under a blanket of fear and
tured portions of the globe.
It took a long time to make
the decision. It took days,
weeks, months. Finally I determined to risk it. Somebody must
penetrate the veil of secrecy and
learn the truth about the
strange nation which could blow
down entire cities with a single
bomb, yet finds itself unable to
build simple cottages for its
people to live in.
The American people are
starving. I saw this with my
own eyes. Although they produce enough food to feed half
the earth and annually dump
mountains of fruits and vegetables to keep prices high, they
are starving. I went into a restaurant on the main street of
one of their major cities and
ordered the $1.50 dinner. The
vegetable soup was thinly flavored hot water with less than
a kopeck's worth of carrots and
of acres, in which all of the
secrecy. When I went to the
cabbage floating in it. The salad
houses were almost identically
front gate of their main atom
was a wilted lettuce leaf with a
the same, and were built side
bomb experimental laboratory
pinch of cold slaw. The roast
by side with no place between
and asked if I could go in and
had been sliced by a magnifithem for mile after mile. The
take a few pictures with my
cent machine which peeled off
furniture was practically the
Redie (the foreign version of
paper-thin servings that became
same in all of them, and the
the American Brownie)., the
lost in the cavities of your teeth
people dressed alike, mid lived
comet* on guard spit tobacco
when you attempted to chew
the same kind of lives. I asked
juice from his mouth and said,
them The vegetables had been
them what they feared more
"No."
overcooked and left sweating on
than anything else, and they
While * the Vnited States, I
a steam table for se long that
said: "Regimentation."
went to a few movies. They
all the nourishment had vanI asked an average citizen
were all about murder. The
ished before they reached your
he thought about politics,
what
prootibe
to
seemed
heroines
gave
plate, and of these they

and he said they were a
graft. I asked him about Big
Business, and he said that Big
Business ran the country and
was crooked, but then, after all,
everybody was crooked, and if
you got a chance you'd do just
the same, so you couldn't blame
them. I asked him how a person
corld get rich, and he said: "Get
yourself some kind of racket."
When I questioned him about
his country's future, he said
there was going to be a big depression, also a war with Russia.
Americans, as a whole, seem
to believe that the most important and sacred aim of life
is business, which consists of
buying something for one price
and selling it for a higher price.
The successful hilliness man is
one who can bankrupt his rivals
and take over their trade and
properties. A few men have
been so efficient at this that
they now own the bulk of the
industries and resources.
American newspapers and
magazines speak with the utmost contempt of labor, and
blame most of the nation's ills
on the efforts of working men
to organize and get a living
wage for their toil. The labor
unions in America have tremendous power, which they could
exert to great benefit, and
they are retarded by a curious
game. Whenever a labor union
begins to fight for something
sensible, the employers accuse
it of being Red. From then on,
the union wastes most of its
energy trying to prove it isn't
Red. Of late, however, quite a
few unions have begun to wake
up to the fact that anybody who
demands benefits for the working man is, for all practical purposes, a Red.
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S. F. CIO Council's Veterans' Bureau
Placed 16,000 Vets in Jobs in 1946
SAN FRANCISCO—According
to the report for 1946 issued by
the Veterans Bureau of the CIO
Council here last week a depression, with Widespread unemployment, "is in the making" in the
Bay Area.
A report of the activities of
the vets bureau shows that from
January 1, 1946, to December 31,
1946, more than 41,000 ex-servicemen were interviewed by the
director, Julius Stern, Of this
number 16,000 were placed in
jobs, 60 per cent of them through
ILWU Local 6. The balance were
given counseling, referred to
other CIO unions or sent along to
various Federal Government
agencies.
JOB IS NO. 1 PROBLEM
The report points out that the
two major problems facing returned vets are: A job and a
place to live. The survey indicates that neither of these have
been furnished to the majority
of servicemen reporting to the
bureau for advice.
Director Stern asserts that a
beginning has been made in onthe-job training, with the assistance of many CIO unions and the
California State Department of
Employment. He adds, unfortunately, the limitations imposed
by the government on that program places a ceiling of $175 for
single and $200 a month for
married vets "results in disrupting the apprenticeship training
program and working financial
hardships on veteran trainees."
CALIFORNIA HAS 2,000,000
California leads the country in
the number of veterans, and will
shortly reach the two million
mark. At. the present time,
50,000 vets are entering the state
each month, most of them unskilled and looking for jobs in a
flooded labor market.
As the pamphlet, "Jobs for
Veterans" puts it, "for every job
there are 50 unemployed veterans . . Retrenchment is in the
air and layoffs are occurring with
Increased frequency in almost
every industry. Hardest hit is
the young veteran, particularly

CIO VETERANS BUREAU
Report of Activities

1946
SAN FRANCISCO CIO COUNCIL

Frontispiece of new pamphlet issued reVets Report cently
by the CIO Veterans Bureau, of
the San Francisco CIO Council. Leaflet, prepared under the
supervision of Julius Stern, director of the CIO Vets Bureau,
reports the activities of the bureau during 1946 in helping the
CIO ex-servicemen get jobs.
in non-union establishments, be- Veterans Bureau is proud of its

cause he has no work experience
and was the last one hired. And
there is no union contract to proted him.
"Veterans have the right to
employment. If private industry
cannot provide jobs, the Government should. There are funds
available for public works. These
should be started immediately."
CIO NOT FORGETTING
The report concludes with a
message of encouragement. "The
CIO has n o t forgotten the
promises made to those who
served in the Armed Forces of
the United States. The CIO has
CHICAGO (FP)—E ditor Al not broken faith with the vetSessions of the Olympic Press, eran. The San Francisco CIO
publishers of a chain of AFL
papers in the San Francisco Bay
area, was elected chairman of the
MOSCOW (ALN)—Almost any
Federated Press executive board
in Chicago where the annual Soviet labor union leader apmeeting of member papers was preached by an American visitor
held February 7. Sessions suc- would be willing to bet ten to
ceeds Editor Emil Beincke of the one that the conversation will
Brewery Worker, Cincinnati, who sooner or later turn to the queswas reelected to the board. Ses- tion of strikes.
The union leaders never brush
sions had been the board vice
off these questions. They want
chairman.
A budget of $75,600 was ap- American unionists to underproved for 1947, an increase of stand why the strike weapon is
over 25 per cent over the 1946 ' rarely used in the Soviet Union,
budget figure, representing the even though it is a legal right.
V. D. Samossoudov of the Railexpansion of FP services to a
greatly increased roll of stib- road Builders Union recently gave
a graphic description of how his
scriber-papers.

Federated Press
Elects New Head

record for the past year . . It
will continue to do its utmost to
cement and strengthen the relationship between veterans and
labor."

Munger Chosen Columbia
River ILWU Council Head
RAINIER, Ore. — The ILWU
Columbia River District Council
elected Clyde Munger, president
of Rainier Local 45, president for
1947, at its regular meeting February 9. Dewey Van Brunt of
Longview Local 21 Is the new
vice president and Frank Haines
of Portland Local 8, new secretary-treasurer.
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Power Stooge Shouted
'Red Plot,' Now Lobbies
WASHINGTON, D. C.—In
1944 clerks and warehousemen
of ILWU Locals 34 and 6 opposed Congressman Albert E.
Carter on the ground he was a
stooge for the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company. Republican
Carter had up until that time
been in Congress for 18 years
doing the bidding of the power
company.
The deciding factor in the
campaign was the publication
of a leaflet called "The Great
Power Steal." In this Carter's
record in Congress was laid
bare. It was shown that even
while supporting the Central
Valley Project, the Congressman wanted it set up so only
PG and E could get the power
from the generators. He was
all against government ownership."
Carter hit hack at his ILWU
opponents charging that the attack against him was "a communist plot" to deprive him of
his office,
The charges however stuck
and Mr. Carter was defeated.
In his place was elected a Democrat, George P. Miller.
The payoff is contained in
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of February 5. Under the
law which require lobbyists to
register with the Clerk of the
House, is listed the name: Carter, Albert E. It turns out that
he is a paid lobbyist for PG
and E at $1,000 a month—plus
expenses—or $2,000 a year
more than he received as Congressman.

orse Hits Any
Closed Shop Ban
WASHINGTON (FP — Doubt
that any bill prohibiting the
closed shop in union-management
agreements could be held constitutional was expressed February 11 by Senator Wayne
Morse (R., Ore.).
Morse made his observation
before the Senate labor committee after President Almon E.
Roth of the National Federation
of American Shippers asked for
a ban on the closed shop.
"I just can't hear the supreme
court saying that outlawing the
closed shop conforms to the
freedom of contract," Morse
said. "I don't think it's safe for
us to pass legislation which has
so many constitutional dangers."
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Southerners
RapSouthern
Fascists
NEW ORLEANS (FP)—A
cross-section of the not-so-solid
south poured into the New
Orleans YWCA hall here cently
to denounce "Talmadge - Bilbo
fascism" and to "make sure the
south doesn't become an infection point from which it spreads
across the Ohio, the Potomac
and the Rockies."
The audience of some 500 people, Negro and white, met in response to a call by the New
Orleans Youth Council "to express
support of our courageous fellowstudents in Georgia who were
the first group in that state to
offer mass democratic protest
against the (Herman) Talmadge
"putsch" in seizing the governorship.
AFL, CIO PARTICIPATE
The meeting was addressed by
leaders of the AFL, CIO and
civic, religious and university
groups, and was chaired by Theodore S. Pehre of the Pelican Ice
Co. Giving an eye-witness aceount of Talmadge's seizure of
state power in Atlanta and the
vigorous demonstrations by students and other democratic
Georgians, Administrator James
A. Dombrowski of the Southern
Conference of Human Welfare
declared:
"We have been thinking of the
Georgia issue in political terms,
but its foundation is economic.
It comes down to this. Do we
want to keep our poverty in
order to enjoy our prejudices, or
are we willing to give up our
prejudices so that we can be free
to build a progressive, democratic south?"
DEMAND GEORGIA PROBE
Tremendous applause greeted
the statement by Rev. Gardner
Taylor of the Mt. Zion Baptist
Church, Baton Rouge, that "Tatrnadge-Bilboisrn is fascism wearjag the stars and stripes."
The audience approved unsnimously a program including dernand for Senate investigation of
the "state of democratic government in Georgia," vigorous pushing of the Bilbo ouster campaign,
resistance to the Congressional
anti-labor campaign, support for
the Anti-Lynch Crusade, infonnlag the people of "the true and
imminent danger of fascism," and
"doing everything in our power
to widen the use of the franchise."

Labor Leader Explains Why Unions in Soviet Don't Need to Strike
union solves its grievances without having to resort to strikes.
Last summer, he said, the Ministry of Ways & Communications
ordered railroad workers in certhin districts to work overtime
on Sundays. The local union cornmittees refused
When the ministry repeated the
order, the railwaymen's union
carried the matter to the AllUnion Central Council of Trade
Unions, whose chairman, V. V.
Kuznetzov, discussed it with the
Council of Ministers. The union
won and the order was rescinded,

This wasn't just luck or clever
maneuvering, Samossoudov explained. Soviet law, he said, is
designed to protect labor's rights
The taw says that a worker is
entitled to rest at least one day
a week and cannot be forced to
work overtime if he objects
Therefore the procedure followed by the union was to see
that the law In question was ohserved. A strike, Samossaudov
said, is a weapon to be used only
when the law Is not on the workera' side. In the Soviet Union,
no labor law is enacted without

the approval of the unions.
The same applies to wages and
other conditions. The unions have
a voice in the top councils of the
government, where the national
budget is prepared. Their voice
extends all the way down to each
individual factory or shop, where
pay scales and conditions are set.
Because the unions have such
wide a u t h a r it y, Samossaudoe
pointed out, they rarely if ever
have to resort to the methods
used by a labor movement, which
is forced constantly to fight to
maintain and broaden its rights,

U. S. Ends Mediation in China, Continues Intervention for Chiang
NEW YORK (ALN)—Anican mediation in the Chinese ail
war ended officially on January
29. The civil war itself goes on.
Most of the shooting is being done
with arms which the U. S. supplied to only one side in the querrel—Chiang Kai-shek's Kuomintang government—even while it
was mediating. Aid to China has
so far coot U. & taxpayers over
$3 billion
It has also been announced that
U. S. troops in China will be
withdrawn. But the withdrawal

affects only units whose work was
finished once they had assured
control of several strategic civil
war spots to Chiang Kal-shek.
Since that time, these units sat
around in barracks and hauled
supplies for U. S. mediation per
sonnel.
U. S. TROOPS STAY
But the U. S. is not ant of the
civil war. Military personnel who
will stay include all those who
are actually aiding Chiang's roperations. This applies to shout 1,700
army officers and men loaned by
President Truman as instructors,

despite the fact that the China
Military Assistance Bill, which
sought to legalize the deal, never
got through the last session of
Congress. About 2,000 Marines
may also remain at the Tsingtao
training hose in north China
One possible reason for the
move is that Secretary of State
George C. Marshall wants to clear
American skirts for the forthcommug Moscow conference, where
awkward questions may be asked
about the troop withdrawal
pledges made to other members
of the United Nations a year age..

But the New York Times, which
is pretty close to state depart.
meat bigshots, asks January 30
for more support of Chiang Kaishek. It suggests that, now that
America is no longer sitting down
at the table with both sides, it
will be easier to help Chiang.
Senator Arthur IL Vandenberg
said the same thing ha a recent
talk. So did John Fodder Dulles,
the other Republican bigwig on
foreign Policy. 'rho VandenbergDulles speeches told Marshall
what to do if he wanted support

instead of obstruction from the
Republican majority in Congress.
Marshall holds a big stick over
Chiang Kal-shek. He has still to
okay a $500 million lean ear.
marked for the Chinese Leversmeet. But the record shows that
the U. S. has never used lb held
on Chiang le stop civil war. The
only time the state depertmeat
put real pressure on Chiang was
when it wanted him to 'tempt the
Sine-American 'Trade 7r a a t y.
which gave U. 11. businemenew
wide rights In China.
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PART ill.
They Propose
"Make Labor Unions Bargain
Collectively ..."
"Let's Have A Cooling Off Period
Before Strikes ..."
"Make unions bargain collectively," says the
NAM. Is this intended to create the impression
that unions refuse to bargain collectively while
It is the employers who are insisting on collective
bargaining? To recognize this for the sheer nonsense it is, one need only stop for a moment and
think about what the word "collective" bargaining
means.
For generations it was the practice of employers
to deal with each individual worker,to offer to each
worker the wage which the employer would pay,
and to hire or fire the worker on the employer's
own conditions. That was individual bargaining.
Unions came into being because the wcrkers
sought equality in bargaining power with the employer. They could not hope for that equality in
Individual bargaining. The union was a means of
substituting collective bargaining in place of individuat bargaining.
A labor union by its very nature cannot bargain
otherwise than collectively.
That is the very purpose and intent of the much
maligned Wagner Act. It requires that the employer bargain collectively with the organization
which the workers have established for collective
bargaining. The Act does not require the employer
to -yield to the worker on any condition of employment; it requires only that the employer meet with
the union if the workers so desire and bargain with
the union as the collective bargaining agency.
Does the NAM now mean to imply that employers are insisting on collective bargaining but the
unions are insisting on a return to individual bargaining? Is that what the NAM means when it
says, "Make unions bargain collectively"? Clearly
that would be nonsensical; and equally clearly, if
unions were doing that, the NAM would not be
complaining.
In another implication, which is equally without
sense and equally unjustified, the slogan seems to
imply that unions are refusing to bargain with the
employer, while the employers are making every
effort to engage in bargaining in good faith with
the unions. If this is what the slogan means, does
it imply that unions should be required to yield or
compromise their position at the bargaining table?
We have already pointed out that the Wagner Act
does not require employers to yield. To require
unions to do so would obviously be unfair and unjust.

"Cooling Off" Proposals
This implication that unions are refusing to bargain is similar to that which underlies the equally
widespread call by anti-labor groups for legislation
to make unions engage in a cooling-off period before calling a strike.
Both slogans try very hard to create a public
Impression that unions are unreasoning groups of
men who insist upon rushing into strike action
without careful deliberation, without considered
and reasonable bargaining, and without reckoning
the cost to themselves and the community. "Therefore," say these sloganeers, "make these unions
cool off before they call the strikes; make them
bargain in good faith before they call the strikes."
Do the facts justify any such implications?

The Actual Facts
In 1946 there were some four or five major
strikes which were widely recognized-as representing the main core of the strike crisis of the early
part of the year. There was a strike in steel; there
was a strike in the automobile industry; there was
* strike in the electrical industry. Were any of
these strikes the result of hot-headed and impul-

This is the final installment of
the analysis of pending antilabor legislation in Congress.
The analysis was prepared by
the CIO legal department under
the direction of General Counsel
Lee Pressman and is available
in pamphletform.The pamphlet,
at10 cents per copy,or 100 copies
for $7.50. may be obtained from
the CIO Publicity Department,
718 Jackson Place, N. W., Washitigton,D.C.
sive action by labor unions? Were any of these
strikes the outgrowth of any failure of the unions
to make every effort to engage in reasonable collective bargaining? Were any of these strikes
called in the face of reasonable employer efforts
to bargain collectively?
In the steel strike the demands initially presented by the union were delivered to the employers in October. of 1945. They were negotiated for
the succeeding months and no strike was scheduled
or contemplated or announced before the middle
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Behind the Slogans
Thus we find that these slogans are completely
lacking in any reasonable basis. They serve merely
as an effort to confuse issues which the facts
themselves make quite clear.
So much for the slogans. Now what are the proposals which are offered under cover of these
slogans?
The one most widely urged takes the form of a
so-called cooling-off period. The proposal usually
contains a suggestion that before calling strikes
unions must send certain kinds of notices to the
employer and to government officials, that there
must be a certain minimum period of conference,
and thereafter certain additional notice of varying
duration. In all, these usually add up to a requirement that before calling a strike a union must give
the employer extensive advance notice of its intent to call the strike, usually for at least a period
of thirty or sixty days or sometimes even more.
Sometimes a slight twist is introduced in addition to this cooling-off period arrangement so as
to declare that it is the duty of the union to bargain
in good faith and to declare that it shall be an unfair labor practice for the union to fail to bargain.
In both forms, however, the proposals have the
same evil foundations and effects.
In both forms, in the first place, the proposals
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ers are still In a position where they can make a
sham of the collective bargaining process by engaging in all the forms of negotiations while at the
same time obstructing any reasonable settlement?
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of January in 1946. Even at that time at the request of the President the strike was postponed
for an additional week. When the President made
his recommendation as to the proposed terms of
settlement it was the union which accepted the
President's proposal; it was the employer who rejected the proposed settlement terms. In fact,
while we are discussing unreasonable arrogance,
it is well to remember that before the steel strike,
it was the U. S. Steel Corporation which twice
turned down requests from the Secretary of Labor
that they meet with him to discuss the impending
strike.
In the automobile industry the negotiations preceding the General Motors strike took better than
60 days. In that strike, too, when a fact finding
Board recommended certain terms of settlement
it was the union which accepted and the employer
which rejected the proposal.
In the electrical industry the negotiations preceding the calling of any strike were as extensive
as those in each of the other two industries.
In that strike, too, it was the union which expressed complete willingness to sqttle the entire
dispute on the basis of recommended national
policy; it was the employer who persisted in prolonging the strike before finally accepting the
terms suggested by objective authorities, terms
which the union had been willing to accept many
weeks earlier. It was the employer alone, as federal conciliators themselves declared, who obstructed settlement for an extensive period of time.
Does this establish a record of union unreasonableness in the face of employers' willingness to
bargain? Or does it point out that despite the best
efforts and intentions of the Wagner Act employ-

by their very nature seek to create a public impression adverse to unions.
More important, however, these proposals by
their very nature play into the hands of employers
and accomplish results seriously weakening.to the
unions in the collective bargaining process.
It is a well-known fact, particularly to leaders of
labor organizations, that the power of the union to
organize and conduct a strike, if one should be
necessary, depends in large measure on the morale
and organizational spirit among the men and
women who comprise the union.
That morale and organizational spirit is not a
thing of the moment. It is not something which
can be built up and turned on or off over night
simply at the beck and call of the leaders of the
union. A strike decision by any large group of
workers is a very important decision; important to
them and important to the- community.
It is one which they take only after consideration and judgment and it is one which, once taken,
requires a good deal of preparation and work to
make their decision effective.
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A Single Objective
To organize a strike requires planning, timing,
understanding and above all complete and detailed
preparation. This being so, it is a matter of extreme moment to the organization that it be.able
to time its strike action properly and effectively.
It is a matter of great moment to the organization
that it not be placed in the position of scheduling
a strike and calling it off and scheduling it and
calling it off and delaying it, at the whim and command of a government official or be dependent on
the stalling tactics of the employer.
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All of these proposals have a single major objective! They subject the union to artificial delays,
to artificial extensions, to artificial uncertainties
which make it more difficult to plan and organize
an effective strike.
There is, in addition, an effect produced by
these delaying proposals, these cooling-off proposals, which actually forces strikes on many occasions when strikes would not be needed or desired. These cooling-off periods set an official
stamp and determinant as to when a strike should
be 'called.
If they fix a 60-day period from the day of the
notice, an expectation is built up among the members of the union that the end of the 60-day period
will mark the commencement of the strike. This
has been found to be one of the substantial effects
of the ill-fated Smith-Connally Act.
Thus, far from preventing strikes, these delaying cooling-off period provisions in statutes have
only one major effect: they weaken the union in
its organizational efforts in preparation for the
strike. At the same time they frequently, provoke
premature strikes and frequently cause strikes
which would not otherwise take place. As to all
these proposals a set of simple conclusions may be
stated:
1. These proposals are not supported by any
of the facts of the strike situations they
are supposed to remedy.
2. They are part of a campaign to discredit
and vilify labor and obscure the true facts
as to the cause of strikes.
3. They will have no effect on labor relations
other than to harass and weaken unions in
the collective bargaining process.

Creating False Issues

They Argue
"Amend the One-Sided
Wagner Act..."
To refer to the Wagner Act as "one-sided" is a
. '/•/./
'
...
' ../'

equality in one limited respect, namely, freedom
to organize for collective action. None of the other
legal rights of the employer was taken from him.
Since the Wagner Act thus merely restores a
partial equality where enormous inequality existed
before, it is difficult to see how it can be called
one-sided.
Furthermore, the Act accomplishes its purpose
in the mildest possible way. No criminal penalties
attach to violation of the Act. Not a single employer has ever gone to jail under the National
Labor Relations Act while employees are subject
to serve jail sentences by anti-labor judges for
even threatening interference with the property
rights of employers.
It is true that the Act imposes obligations only
upon employers rather than employees—but to
attribute one-sidedness to the Act for that reason
is silly. It would be equally.unrealistic to assert
that game laws are one-sided because they make
no provision to protect the hunter against the birds
which he is forbidden to shoot.
The inequality which the Act sought to remedy
grew out of employer interference with self-organization of employees. There is no corresponding threat by employees to the self-organization of
emplo3ers. Certainly no law is needed to prevent
employees from restraining or coercing employers
in the exercise of their right to self-organization
and collective bargaining.
Every proposal which is now made to "equalize"
the Act has been urged for years by groups opposed to collective bargaining. They have as their
real purpose the hope of interference with the selforganization of employees and the destruction of
their unions.
A good example of the way in which critics of
.the Act create false issues to hide their real purpose can be seen in the so-called "free speech"
issue.
Many critics of the Act complain that while an
employee enjoys free speech under the Wagner
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Employers' Petitions
A similar type of complaint relates to the fact
that employers have no right to file petitions for
elections under the Wagner Act. At the present
time the Labor Board entertains such a petition
from an employer who is confronted by claims of
two rival unions to represent the employees. But
it refuses such petitions when there is one union
in the picture.
Simple logic justifies such a refusal. In the
•first place, the right of employees to choose their
representative when and as they wish is no more
the affair of the employer than the right of the
stockholder to choose directors is the affair of the
employees.
In the second place, the employer is not injured
by the fact that he cannot petition the Board for
an election. The employer has no obligation to bargain under the Act until a union approaches him
for collective bargaining. At that time the union
must demonstrate that it has been designated by
a majority of the employees. If the employer in
good faith doubts that the union represents a majority he is not obligated to bargain with it and
may refuse to bargain with it until after that issue
is settled by an election.
On the other hand, if the employer were granted
this right it would seriously prejudice the rights of
his employees. For the employer could then seek
an election as soon as a union had started an organizing campaign in his plant. By forcing a vote
at that time, the union would be sure to lose. The
psychological effect of such a defeat in a premature election would cripple organization for some
time to come in the future. The result might be
to deprive the employees of collective bargaining
for a considerable period.
The same would be true where an employer had
engaged in unfair labor practices and thereby prevented organization among his employees. To permit him to petition the Labor Board for an election
at a time when his employees were suffering from
his own unfair labor practices would create a condition in which it would be possible for an employer permanently to deprive his employees of
freedom of self-organization.
No, the Wagner Act is not "one-sided".
Let us not fall into the trap prepared by those
who dream of once again imposing the law of the
jungle on American labor relations by restoring
the same glaring inequality between employer and
employee which existed before the Wagner Act
was passed.

They Ask
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"Stop Coercive Picketing..."
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thorough confusion of ideas.
Prior to the passage of the Act the rights of employers and employees were completely out of balance. Employers had the uncontested right to pool
their resources and engage in collective action
through the formation of corporations. The corporations themselves were permitted to band together for the purpose of presenting a united front
to labor on the matters of wages, hours and working conditions.
On the other hand, the worker was helpless as
an individual to cope with the enormous concentrated bargaining power of the employers.
The employer possessed and used many highly
effective weapons to destroy unions. Discharge,
blacklisting and espionage were but a few of the
weapons available to him for such purpose. The
employee, however, had the bare legal right of selforganization—and nothing more. Any collective
action which he tried to take was promptly
smashed by his employer.
Finally, the employer's business and property
Were protected against interference from his employees by the injunction and the whole body of
laws, civil and criminal, protecting property
rights. But the worker found no assistance in police regulations or the injunctive process in protecting his job and the standards under which he
Worked.
The purpose of the Wagner Act was to relieve,
at least in part, this glaring inequality.
It did so simply by forbidding the employer to
Use his economic power to destroy the right of selforganization of his employees. The Act thus merely
placed employer and employee upon a plane of

Act an employer does not. But what are the facts?
The Labor Board has held in scores of cases that
the employer is free under the Wagner Act to discuss trade union matters with his employees and
to advance arguments to them against unions.
There are any number of Board decisions in which
the Board has had under consideration statements,
notices and speeches by the employer involving
an aggressive campaign against unions and their
leaders. In all of these situations the Board has
held that the utterances of the employer are protected by free speech.
The great majority of the employers today use
free speech not merely to discuss issues of trade
unionism but openly to attack unions, their objectives, their leaders and their program. Shielded
by free speech they openly electioneer in Labor
Board elections, even though the selection of the
employees' representative is primarily the employees' business. No employee would dream of
interfering in the selection of the employer's representative, such as a member of the company's
board of directors; yet employers consistently
thrust themselves into elections of union representatives and enjoy complete immunity under the
Wagner Act.
The Wagner Act respects employers' freedom
of speech and the Supreme Court has so held. As
a matter of fact the Constitution protects employers' freedom of speech; if the Wagner Act interfered with such freedom it would have been held
unconstitutional.
It is only when an employer's speech carries
threats of discharge or warns of economic reprisal
that the Labor Board holds that an unfair labor
practice has been committed.

Exactly what is it that those who urge laws on
"coercive picketing" want to prohibit?
Do they want to prohibit peaceful picketing?
Do they want to prohibit workers from conducting
parades with banners in front of the establishment
under strike?
Some of those who raise this slogan frankry admit that they are opposed to all picketing, however
peaceful. Most of them: however, vehemently insist that they have no intention to interfere with
the right of peaceful picketing.
As a matter of fact, of course, the right of peaceful picketing is protected by the Constitution -of
the United States and no law contemplating prohibition of peaceful picketing could withstand the
test of the courts.
Are these persons opposed only to the use of
force or violence or other unlawful conduct in
connection with the conduct of the picket line?
If so, what is the need for any additional leg;s1ation? Clearly, force and violence are unlawful and
are today subject to criminal penalty in each and
every state of the United States.
What then is the true objective of those who
urge these laws to restrict picketing?

They Favor Injunctions

Many, if not all, of these proposals suggest that
the kind of picketing which they are seeking to
attack should be removed from any operation of
the Norris-LaGuardia Act. in other words, this
slogan is used, in effect, as a cover-up for a suggestion that the Norris-LaGuardia Act be repealed.
What would it mean to repeal the NorrisLaGuardia Act?
For thirty years before the Norris-LaGuardia
Act was passed, the use of the labor injunction in
the federal courts as a device for breaking strikes
had become a notorious scandal in our national history. Congress therefore passed a law in 1932
(Continued Next Page)
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(Continued from Page 7)
which in effect declared (1) that peaceful picketing and other peaceful strike action was no longer
to be the subject of any labor injunction in the
Federal courts, and (2) if injunctions were issued
In labor disputes as a means of curbing any proven
unlawful or violent conduct, then there must at
least be certain principles of fairness in procedure.
These principles as laid down in the law declared
in effect only that appropriate notice of an application for injunction be given to the union so
that it might defend itself, and that an open and
full hearing must be held on the facts so that the
court might act with full knowledge. Further, the
requirement was laid down that the court was
not to issue an injunction unless it was clearly
established that an injunction was needed. For
example, it would have to be shown that local
police authorities were unable to cope with the
situation.

The Real Motive
These may sound like simple principles of
equity and fair play. It may be astonishing to
realize that there was a time before the NorrisLaGuardia Act when injunctions could be issued
without notice to the union, without a hearing,
and without any effort to prove that the injunction
really was a necessary device.
This is what the Norris-LaGuardia Act was intended to terminate. This is what most of these
proposals would now attempt to revive.
The issue thus is not whether "coercive" or
"violent" or "unlawful" picketing shall be protected. There is not a state in the nation where
'violence" is not already unlawful.
The issue is whether such "violent" picketing
shall be curbed by the proper officials, namely,
the local police authorities; or whether an occasional scuffle or fist fight on a picket line shall
be made the excuse once more, as in the days
before the Norris-LaGuardia Act, for sweeping
anti-labor, anti-strike injunctions Issuing out of
the Federal courts without notice or hearing as
was the custom in the heyday of "government
by injunction."
Sometimes these proposals for curbs on picketing are not satisfied with a revival of the injunction, but provide for vindictive criminal penalties.
In other words, the people who offer these
proposals are not satisfied to allow any criminal
conduct which may occur on the picket line to
be treated and punished in the same manner as
any similar criminal conduct,- whether it occurs
on the picket line or elsewhere. These people
are not satisfied to have the police treat a fistfight ou a picket line the same as they would
treat a fist-fight anywhere else. These people
wish to punish conduct occurring on a picket line
more severely than they would punish the same
conduct occurring anywhere else.
. There is still another discriminatory side to
the proposal. When an individual engages in
physical violence or coercion, he is usually subject
to punishment in municipal or state courts. Does
It make sense, solely because he is a striker, to
subject the same individual to special treatment
in the Federal courts? Under our system of
government, it was not intended that our Federal
courts be converted into gigantic police courts for
the punishment of local violence by strikers.

urge these proposals which exposes in full their
true intent and purpose.
The simple fact is that existing laws are fully
adequate to take care of any of actual force or
violence which may arise in the course of picketing. The proposals contemplate something far
more than the elimination of force and violence
on the picket line. They are aimed at the right
itself.

They Demand
"Limit the Right to Strike ..."
The year 1946 brought a large number of strikes.
This was not at all unexpected.
Workers throughout the war period had been
subjected to a constantly rising cost of living
while their wages had been held under sharp
control. In addition, during the war years, there
had been an accumulation of grievances of major
and minor proportions throughout the entire nation. Employers, taking full advantage of the
pledge of labor not to engage in strikes, had gone
ahead on their own program of doing as they
pleased with respect to working conditions. They
knew that, in the main, their workers would not
violate the no-strike pledge given to the nation.
It was therefore to be expected that if employers continued, after the war (as they did) to
refuse justified demands for much needed and
long overdue wage adjustments, a substantial number of strikes would be provoked.
Those who have always hated labor unions have
seen in these strikes an opportunity once and for
all to do a crippling job upon the labor movement.
Pointing excitedly to the strikes of 1946, these
individuals have revived old campaigns, and
started new ones, to eliminate the right to strike
in a multitude of circumstances.
Trying to build a fire of discontent over the
1946 strikes for which employers were primarily
responsible, the NAM calls for laws to outlaw
jurisdictional strikes, sympathy strikes, strikes to
force recognition, strikes to enforce featherbedding, strikes for this or strikes for that. Another
group advocates outlawing strikes against public
utilities.
Were any of the major strikes of 1946 "jurisdictional strikes"? The answer is "No."
Were any of the major strikes of 1946 "sympathetic strikes"? The answer is "No."
Were any of these strikes which are supposed
to justify all of these proposals strikes to force
recognition of an uncertified unions? The answer
Is "No."
Were any of these strikes called in order to
enforce feather bedding? The answer is "No."
We could go on down the list of the strikes on
which the NAM and others call for prohibitions
and ask whether any of them were of the types
which the NAM would outlaw. The answer would
be "No."

Special Penalties
Labor unions do not urge or condone any violence or unlawful conduct on picket lines. Every
responsible labor organization makes every effort
to prevent any outbreak which might arise as a
result of the increased tensions of a strike situation. But that is not satisfactory, apparently, to
those who wish to utilize every possible device
to crush labor organizations.
These people wish to punish far more severely
certain minor conduct of an offensive nature—
which may occur on a picket line just as it may
occur anywhere else. They wish to create a reign
of legal terror over the pickets in the course of
a strike, and they wish to revive the institution
of the labor injunction as a device for attacking
the entire union and all of its membership. They
wish to do so on the thin justification which may
arise from a single minor incident in the course
of the activities of workers on the picket line.
It is this discriminatory effort of those who

In a decision recently rendered by the U. S.
District Court in Chicago, in a case involving the
constitutionality of the Lea Act passed by the last
session of Congress, the court pointed out that
the right of individuals to leave the7r jobs under
protection of the Constitution is a right which
workers have whether it is one worker quitting
by himself or a large number of workers acting
together.
In other words, the right of a group of individuals to leave their jobs is just as sacred as the
right of each individual among them to leave his
or her job.
When the NAM calls for a law prohibiting jurisdictional strikes, sympathy strikes or the so-called
secondary boycott, what is it that they are requesting?
They are asking for laws to make it a crime for
a group of workers to refuse to work under certain
conditions.
No matter how such laws are dressed up and
surrounded by slick slogans, these are simply proposals for involuntary servitude.

What Is Labor's Program

Having gone through one after another of these
slogans of misrepresentation and slander; having
leveled all of the baseless charges discussed in
these pages; having found these charges answered
at every turn by reasoned exposure, the sponsors
of this campaign then turn to labor and say "What
is your proposal?"
When they ask this question, they usually mean:
"What is your proposal for anti-labor legislation?"
The simple fact is that this country is fast approaching a state of crisis. What is the nature of
this impending crisis?
Its proportions and implications can be gathered
from what happened in the first few months of
1946. Industry emerged from the war richer and
more tightly concentrated than ever before in its
history, and with a profit level unequalled in the
history of our nation. The people, on the other
hand, found in victory a. period of such high living
costs that their real earning level suffered a sharp
blow from the reduction of the work-week and
other economic factors at the end of the war.
Industry was clearly in a position to preserve the
living standards of those people and still earn
profits at a more than reasonable level.
Greed overcame reason, and industry said "no."
It thereby created the beginning of the crisis.
Today we are in a period when prices, released
from control, have leaped skyward. Profits have
followed suit. American industry anticipates net
earnings after taxes of approximately 15 billion
dollars in the year 1947. At present wage levels,
the American worker is faced with an actual and
continuing reduction in his real earnings. The
workers have asked for increases in wages. Industry is preparing again to say "no." Industry
would thereby help to plunge this nation into an
economic crash which could well dwarf the 1929
crisis by comparison.
Monopolists have created the crisis. Now they
Smokescreen for Attack
point the accusing finger at the one group which
What this all adds up to is very clear. The has stood up in an effort to preserve economic
strikes of 1946 are being used as a smokescreen stability.
These monopoly interests have used the crisis
for attacking all of the various kinds of strikes
which the NAM and its friends and members of their own creation as a pretext. They dare not
encourage any study of the real crisis of today and
have been trying for years to outlaw.
Does the CIO support "featherbedding"? The a search for real solutions. Instead they revive
CIO does not engage in "featherbedding." But anti-labor proposals which have been put forth by
to the NAM "featherbedding" includes any de- them for decades. They revive devices which have
mand for a safe crew and any opposition to been considered and rejected by Congress after
Congress. They attack isolated phenomena—"the
the speed up.
Are "jurisdictional strikes" good? To the NAM, jurisdictional strike," "the secondary boycott,"
a "jurisdictional strike" includes any attempt by issues of relatively rare occurrence and far rea union to protect itself against an employer who moved from the heart of the real labor-manageis starting a company union or imposing an un- ment problems of today.
What Is labor's solution to this problem?
desired union on his workers.
We say that the answer lies in the realm of
But over and above all these facts, it is important to realize what the NAM is trying to do economics, not of vituperation. The answer is a
preservation and development of the living stanwhen it tries to outlaw a strike.
This country has always recognized the basic dards of the nation. The answer is a sound naright of our people to work or not to work as they tional wage policy which preserves the purchasing
see fit. The Thirteenth Amendment abolished in- power needed for the American economy. The
voluntary servitude. The United States Supreme answer is an expanded social security and health
Court in interpreting the Thirteenth Amendment program.
The answer lies not in engaging in witch-hunts
has declared that it is a violation of the Constituthe organizations of the nation's workers,
against
to
government
federal
tion for any state or the
try to make it a crime for anyone to refuse to but in meeting the basic economic and social needs
work for someone else. That would be involuntary of the American people.
THE END.
servitude.
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S. F. Chest Has Dispatcher
To Meet Human Problems
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no pay for several weeks, and
BY JEAN BRUCE
SAN FRANCISCO—"No, we being a non-resident can get no
can't help you! Even with two aid from the city.
Since August, 1046, the CIO
legs you would be unemployable."
What would you do in the face has had a representative in the
of this statement from a govern- Community Chest, John Lindberg,
ment agency if you were 65 years head of the CIO Community
Services Department. Lindberg
old and missing one leg?
This is one in the multiplicity sent -the applicant to the approof human crises presented every priate chest agency to give
day to Francis Taylor, director emergency financial assistance
of the Information Service of the until the first pay check, Catholic
Community Chest of San Fran- Social Service in this case.
Lindberg reports that so far in
cisco.
In an interview with The Dis- the program 37 San Francisco
patcher last week Taylor de- ILWU members have come to the
scribed John M.'s dissatisfaction Chest for referral to the correct
with the judgment of the State public or private agency.
Department of Vocational Rehab- CIO WANTS PUBLIC SUPPORT
The CIO envisages complete
ilitation that he was too old to
support himself even if he was public support for all health and
physically sound lie still wanted welfare programs eventually, acanother leg, and Taylor as the cording to Lindberg, but right
Chest's Dispatcher sent him to now private agencies can be more
daring and flexible in their apthe correct agency.
proach.
HELP WITH CLAIM
Housing is the problem the
Center, only
• The Rehabilitation
one of its kind on the Pacific CIO representative runs up
Coast, will provide a wooden leg against most; the Chest cannot
for John M. and train him to do much about that.
use it.
Child care, however, is the
A couple of weeks ago James main problem in this city as in
SAN FRANCISCO — A new department was persuaded to give
R. applied to the Chest after the others judging from the number
baby health center, backed by up its unused building at 15741
Public Welfare Department had of inquiries Taylor received in
Newcomb avenue and reconturned him down,for old age as- 1946. They numbered 1944 out
Longshore ILWU Local 10, was
struction went on rapidly. With
sistance. He was born 70 years of a total of 5,737. More than
the
in
Bayview
opened
formally
the new one, there are now five
ago in Scotland; the Welfare De- 200 families caught in the housdistrict here February G. It will baby centers in the Bayview and
partment could find no proof of ing shortage wanted to know
provide free medical treatment Hunter's Point areas where
about boarding schools.
his U. S. citizenship.
for the children of this working workers' families can take their
Eight hundred and eighty-seven
Francis Taylor beamed as he
children for medical attention.
class section.
told of the ease with which this more inquired about nursery
Dr. Paul Barrett, director of
On hand to help in the dedicadiscouraging problem was set- schools. These are cases of destion were Dr. J. C. Geiger, San the Child Hygiene Bureau, says
tled. James went to the Interna- peration mostly, where the workFrancisco director of public these baby clinics already lake
tional Institute, a chest agency ing mother has tried every source
health; Supervisor George Chris- care of 4e,000 visits a year, and
for the aid of foreign born and she knows of already. Death, detopher and Doris Robinson, head he smiled, "we could use many
their children, people with no sertion and divorce, not preferof the public nurses in the city. more."
roots in the community. The In- ence, cause these mothers to
Not there to help in the formal
Germain Bulcke, president of
stitute will search out the re- work now. The alternative to day longshoreMan, member of
quired proof and send him back care are relief and further break- Local 10, stands before new opening ceremonies was Johnny Local 10, commented on the new
to the government agency with ing up of the family by giving up Bayview Health Clinic at 1676 Maduro, longshoreman, member Bayview center: "This is a good
of ILWU Local 10, who had been example of how the union can
a valid claim.
the child altogether.
Newcomb Avenue, near his such an important factor in help longshoremen get belief
A CHANGED VETERAN
MAP AIDS MOTHERS
Hours of '0 a t if c n t listening
Taylor keeps a map of the lo- home, on the occasion of the getting the health department to conditions not only on the job
pieced together the tale of Mabel cation of each nursery school and formal opening of the center. provide the new clinic for the but in the eons:viten-Hy."
G's husband returning from the a file of its rates handy to his He was instrumental in push- more than 50,000 people of the
war, changed and showing less telephone, in order to give work- ing Health Department to set neighborhood. Maduro was workand less interest in his wife and ing mothers a choice of schools up clinic for babies which ser- ing a ship that day and could not
children. Mrs. G.'s mother exerted along the route between their vices working class neighbor- get away.
influence on her methods of com- home and work.
hood of more than 50,000 NEXT PROJECT PLANNED
batting the situation; this the
Every such school in the city people. Top picture shows
Later, he did visit Bayview
young mother realized, but did has a long waiting list and many
clinic and was very impressed.
waiting
in
babies
and
mothers
not know how to handle. A of the private ones charge more
He said this is only a beginning
prompt referral to the Family and than $60 a month. Since it is line fortheir turn to see doctor for what the city should do in
EUREKA, Calif. (FP)—The
Children's Agency with trained the working mother who takes at the new clinic.
the way of providing decent
& Sawmill Workers
Lumber
case workers pointed more than her children to nursery school,
medical service for its people.
one way to improve the situation. the need is evident. Taylor re- California Post First
He pointed to an open block a Union (AFL) has rejected a
few streets away. "Our next proposal for ending their yearWhat would you do if you ports that the CIO and AFL are To Secede from Legion
old strike against nine redwood
found an abandoned baby in the now backing a bill for permanent
SAN FRANCISCO (FP)—The project will be to get the land mills.
department
parks
the
corner vacant lot, if an Army child care centers in the state
from
away
Russell J. Barton 'Post of the
Although the compromise proand put up a fine health center
with a name not quite "Salva- legislature, against tough opposition" came around to your door tion on the ground of finances American Legion made legion for the adults in the neighbor- posal granted a maintenance of
soliciting funds if your daughter and the principle, apparently, that history by becoming the first hood. And we can do it, too, if membership clause, it did not
needed psychiatric 'care and you women should not work.
post ever to secede from the na- our fellows get out and push it." provide a union shop, the prinslid not know where to send her,
Besides nursery schools the tional organization.
4 The comPaign for the new cen- cipal demand of the strike. Anmuch less how to pay for it, If Chest supports Babies Aid which
ter started last July when Ma- other clause objectionable to
of
largely
comprised
post,
The
you could not continue paying cares for abandoned babies—and
duro, an active steward in Local the union provided that if a
$300 a month to keep your aged there are some in San Francisco union members, voted with only 10, enlisted the aid of his union striker's job were not "immefather in a private nursing home, and in other cities—until they are one dissension to withdraw from and the tabor press to get a new diately available," he would be
or $425 a month If he required three months old and then places the legion and join the Ameri- clinic to replace a small, distant, put on a preferred waiting list.
This meant that the nonunion
care for a mental or alcoholic them in a foster home.
can Veterans Committee in pro- dirty one at Double Rock. He
condition, if you were unmarried
Five agencies deal 'solely with
also found Supervisor Christo- men who have been working in
antilegion's
the
pher was concerned and had got the struck mills would be reand having a baby? These are the problems of unmarried moth- test against
typical problems of every Ameri- ers,.prenatal and hospital care closed shop resolution, adopted the commissioners to investigate tained.
and adoption if desired.
can community.
last November by its national the possibility of a new center.
While the employers stand
Frequent letters come to Taylor committee.
Some problems people cannot
After some delays the police firm on refusal to modify either
meet and handle alone. Francis offering homes for children; these
of these provisions, negotiations
Taylor listens to almost 500 in- he turns over to the appropriate
are continuing.
cerand
investigation
for
agency
who
those
quiries a month from
need to know what services are tification as proper environment
File Two Strike
available in the community. He for a child.
WASHINGTON (FP) — Yeast to the body. FTC charged the Notices with NWSB End
The Chest through its subscripdoes the searching for people.
WASHINGTON (FP) W hen
CIO HELPS
tion to the National Information will raise bread or help speed reverse is true, for consumption
If the desired service is avail- Bureau can tell its members the changing malt and hops into beer, of yeast "will result in depriving the National Wage Stabilization
able, the Chest finds it. If not, standing of any agency that so- but it can do little else, the Fed- the body of considerable amounts Board goes out of existence Febthe problem is referred to the licits funds, how great a percent- eral Trade Commission pointed of thiamin obtained from other
Continued eating of ruary 34, unions filing 30-day
social planning committee with age of the collection goes to the out February 14 in a complaint foods."
representatives from public and fund-raising process, if any goes against one of the nation's No. yeast, it said, would deplete the strike notices under the Smith.
body's thiamin "to an extent Connally act will be required to
private agencies. This committee to promoters and how much to 1 food advertisers.
FTC accused Fleisehmann's which may have very serious con- file only two strike notices.
helps the Chest to coordinate all program. Also it will evaluate the
programs in the community, to program for practicability and Yeast, a subsidiary of Standard sequences."
Under the law unions most
FTC added a blow to pimplyBrands, Inc., of toying with the
avoid gaps and overlapping of effectiveness.
dethe Secretary of Labor and
notify
flatly
It
adolescents.
where
you
faoed
in
truth
tell
its
can
Chest
magaThe
and
newspaper
people's
the
all
service, to meet
to go for hospital, psychiatric or zine copy claiming that it is a nied Fleischmana's claim yeast the NLRB of their intention to
needs.
would clear complexions and strike, but the third notice which
Recently a CIO permit card institutional care, regardless of health food.
Recently the yeast firm has give youngsters a rosy bloom,
holder dropped into the Chest your income. Its advertised numor ears heretofore has gone to the
office because he had no money. ber for this in San Francisco is been claiming its product con- eliminate waste poisons
NSWB will no longer be needed.
ion.
set
g
di
poor
11,1)
(Vitamin
thiamin
tributed
MOO.
rfield
GA
Though working, he will receive

Local10Steward Sparkplugs
A New Workers' Baby Clinic

Baby Health;:ahd nurn:

Redwood
Strikers Are
Still Out

FTC Charges Fleischmann's Yeast
Toys With Truth, May Harm Health
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A
Landlord Evicts Docker
To Gain Storage Space
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Hilo longshore and ship clerks' contract signed, February 6,
matched Honolulu longshoremen's gains, including 30 cents an
hour wage increase. Left to right, seated: Charles Wilson, of the Hawaii Employers' Council;
Henry Schmidt, member Pacific Coast Longsh ore Labor Relations Board, and A. H. Armitidge,
executive vice-president, Hilo Transportation and Terminal Co. Standing, left to right: Mr. Williams, of Hilo Transportation and Terminal Co.; Bert Nakano, secretary of ILWU Local 136, and
Harry Kamoku, president of Local 136.

Contract Signing

Hilo Dockers, Clerks
Sign Improved Agreement
ILWU
HILO, Hawaii, T.H.
longshoremen and ship clerks
here signed new contracts January 29 providing for an hourly
wage increase of 30 cents, except
for wharf clerks employed for
more than five years, who got 35
cents.
Major gains won by Honolulu
longshoremen were extended to
longshore Local 136-1 and ship
clerks Local 136-3. They provide
for no discrimination for legitimate union activity, race, creed,
color or native origin. The employers are prohibited from discriminating in favor of non-union
men. Time and one-half is paid
for work on any of the 12 recognized holidays. Men are paid for
travel time to the job and homeward—straight time during
straight time hours and overtime
during overtime hours.
In the Hilo longshore contract,

Alaska Longshoremen
Return to Work

the vacation clause provides that
each employee in the employ of
the employer for one year is entitled to one week's vacation with
pay, 40 hours at the straight time
rate ($1.30), irrespective of the
number of hours worked during
the year. Longshoremen who
have been in two years' continuous service are entitled annually
to two weeks' vacation with pay.
The longshore and ship clerks
agreements will expire June 1,
1948, but may be reopened by
either party solely on the wage
adjustment issue in June, 1947,
and January, 1948. Harry L
Kamoku, president; Bert H.
Nakano, secretary of Local 136-1,
and Henry Schmidt, member of
the Coast Longshore Labor Relations Board, were the negotiators.

ILWU Asks Bosses
Ballot Be Opened

SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU second vice-president Michael Johnson petitioned the National Labor
Relations Board again February
13 for release of impounded ballots in the walking bosses elections in California and Oregon
and certification on an interim
basis, of the ILWU in these two
states.
NLRB denied t February 3 request of the ILWU on February
10, without giving any reason for
so doing.
The most recent petition of
the ILWU argued that "the
Presidential Tenure
NLRA does not contemplate the
Limited by House
deprivation of the right to barWASHINGTON ( FP )—The gain collectively of employees for
House voted 285-121 February 6 so long a time after the electo amend the U. S. constitution tions have been held." They
by limiting any President to two took place in September 1946.
terms in office.
A solid Republican vote plus Local 45 Elects
47 conservative Democrats were
enough to give the measure the Officers for 1947
necessary two-thirds. The amendRAINIER, Ore.—New officers
ment goes to the Senate where it for 1947 reported by Local 45
must again pass by two-thirds, last week are Clyde Munger,
after which it must be ratified president; Don Nys, vice presiby three fourths of the states to dent, and Clyde Davis, dispatcher
become law.
and business agent

KETCIIIKAN, Alaska — Long- shoremen of Local 62 here and
Local 39 in Seward have returned
to work under an interim agreement after a dispute which
started late last year over the
Sailors' Union of the Pacific demand to furnish winchdrivers
and hatchtenders in Alaska ports.
Negotiations will continue between the companies and the
ILWU with the U. S. Conciliation
Service assisting.

Real Estate Lobby Says
Rent Freeze Hurts Labor
WASHINGTON (FP)—Organized labor's all-out struggle
against rent increases was declared an action against its
own self-interest February 5
by J. H. Deckman of the Natl.
Home & Property Owners
Foundation, a real estate
lobby.
Deckman observe d that
union efforts "to retain the
rent freeze operate against
labor itself, because many
union members are the owners of rental properties."
The lobbyist gave no figures
on the realty holdings of
union members.

Urge Social
Security
Extension
WASHINGTON ( P)—The
New Deal's slogan of a maximum
of $25 a week for up to 26 weeks
for unemployed workers was revived February 11 by the Federal
Security Agency in its 11th annual report to Congress.
Along with the boost in payments, the agency also urged extension of federal old/age and survivors insurance to all workers
and expansion of the program to
include permanent total disability
Insurance.
Broader coverage for social security benefits was also recommended, the report stating that
in an average week 23 million
persons were employed on jobs
excluded from the old age and
survivors insurance program.
The agency recommended abolition of state residence and citizenship requirements as a condition of eligibility for aid in state
plans for unemployment insurance approved under the federal
law.
Although the index of retail
food prices on December 15 was
32 per cent higher than a year
ago and 100 per cent above August 1939, it had declined for the
first time in 10 months.

SAN FRANCISCO The OPA
is permitting apartments to be
taken over for business uses, so
Longshoreman James V. Keola
and his family are looking for a
place to live. Now they occupy
one of two flats on the top floor
of a building recently sold to
Universal Scenic Studios. The
new owner wants to store scenery,
lumber and canvas in Keola's
home.
The scenery business involves
sawing and hammering at all
hours. "Nobody can live in that
place after my saws and machinery get going. I'm sorry for
them, but—I can't stop my business just because they want to
stay there," says Arthur Tremblay, new owner., The area rent
'office of OPA hag issued him a
"certificate relating to 'eviction"
with April 28 as the deadline.
Keola with his wife and two
children, four and a half and.two
and a half years old, have 4ived
in the three-room apartment
since 1943 when he was discharged from the army. He has
been a member of the ILWU
since 1938 and as a technical sergeant trained army longshoremen to unload war supplies.
DISCRIMINATION RIFE
Though al their friends are
helping in the search, the Keolas
can not find a place to move.
Landlords don't want to rent to
families with young children and
almost all of them discriminate
against Hawaiians.
Keola considered buying a
house with his veterans loan
privileges. The Veterans Admin.

Ahukini Dockers Protest
Employers Low Offer

isbration told him the lower-price
neighborhoods without race restrictions were not approved for
loans. The Administration suggested he build a house. That
would cost $10,000.
All the Keolas can do now is
appeal to the regional rent office
of OPA under a new ruling which
gives tenants as well as landlords the right to appeal OPA
rulings.

ILWU Files
Back Pay
Complaint
'SAN FRANCISCO—The ILWU
filed a complaint February 13
with the Labor Commissioner of
the State of California, against
the Humboldt Stevedoring Company in Eureka, California, for
its refusal to pay 75. longshoremen, members of Local 14, retroactive back pay due them for 1944
and 1945.
Michael Johnson, second vice
president of the ILWU, hailed
the stevedoring company before
the Labor Commissioner because
of its consistent refusal to pay
the back pay. Even in the face
of an agreement between the
ILWU and the WEA of the
Pacific Coast (of which Humboldt is a member) of March 19,
1946, and a War Labor Board
directive August 18, 1945, the
company refuses to budge.
Under the complaint filed with
the Labor Commissioner, he will
issue a citation against the Humboldt Company to appear and
show cause why it should not be
prosecuted for violation of the
California State Labor Code.
In addition to the 75 Eureka
longshoremen affected by the
company's refusal to pay there
are ten gangs of San Francisco
longshoremen, sent to Eureka
during the war by the maritime
industry, who have retroactive
back pay coming to them.
The situation of the Eureka
dockers is a critical one as they
have not worked since January
14, 1946. They have refused to
cross the picket lines of the AFL
lumber workers who have been
on strike against the Redwood
Empire lumber monopoly.

AHUKINI, Kauai, T.H.—About
100 longshoremen refused to
load sugar aboard the Liberty
ship John T. McMillan here February 6 in protest over a wage
offer of 15 cents for non-stevedoring work made by the Ahukini
Terminals.
Henry Schmidt was sent by
the ILWU to investigate the dispute and reported February 7
that the men had been ordered
to return to work by ILWU Local
135-2 negotiating committe e,
presently in Honolulu seeking a
contract with the waterfront employers.
After the ship was tied up the
employers upped the pay increase
for non-steamer day work to 20
cents an hour. Wages for this
kind of work varied from a low
of 45 cents for yard men to 77
cents for carpenters.
JUNEAU, Alaska—Five Alaska
The ILWU is asking a minimum of 25 cents an hour for all ILWU locals caucused here Janwork defined as not being long- uary 9 to discuss organization,
consolidation and amalgamation,
shore work.
following a convention January
6 of the five CIO Internationals
with locals in Alaska, ILWU;
Food, Tobacco and Agricultural
Workers; International Wood•.SAN FRANCISCO — Seamen's workers of America; Intern*.
unemployment insurance claims tional Fishermen a n d Allied
will receive special processing in Workers of America and United
a new office to be set up here, Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers,
according to CIO Veterans Bureau Director Julius Stern.
Longshoremen Challenge
The recent ruling that seamen
are eligible for unemployment Landlords on Rent Hikes
SAN FRANCISCO — Local 10
benefits in California and the
estimated 5,000 men on the beach longshoremen will refuse to pay
at present made the new office higher rents if ceilings are lifted
necessary. Present quarters at
or killed. "Try and collect"
the California State Employment
Service are already jammed by was the answer prepared for
shoreside applicants for jobless landlords in a resolution last
week.
benefits.
Both San Francisco and AlaMaritime unions have agreed
to hold up their members' claims meda County CIO Councils have
until the new office is function- recommended similar action to
their affiliated unions.
ing.

Alaska Locals
Hold Caucus

Seamen Get New
Claims Office
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Hawaii ILWU Extends
Pineapple Agreement
HONOLULU, T.H. — Pineapple
workers, members of the ILWU
here in the Islands, have extended their old contract with
the industry for 30 days in order
to allow for continuous negotiations in an effort to budge the
pineapple growers from their 8
cents an hour top wage offer.
The old agreement expired
January 31 but it was extended
by the union in the hope that an
agreement could be reached. A
territory-wide union committee
headed by Robert Mookini, assisted by Jack Hall, regional director, are carrying on the talks
with the employers.
Mookini charged that the
pineapple industry is remaining
tough in order to smash the
ILWU. He pointed out that
little progress has been made
thus far because the peak season
does not commence until June.
In evidence of this charge, last
December the Hawaiian Pineapple Company (Dole) sent a
letter to every member of the
U.S. Congress calling upon them

La. Feed Mills
Give ILWU Raise
NEW ORLEANS—J. T. Gibbons and George B. Matthews
feed mills here have granted
members of ILWU Local 207 employed in their plants a 7 and
8 cent an hour raise respectively,
effective January 1, 1947.
The 7 cent boost at the Gibbons mills was extended to all
workers except truck drivers who
got 8 cents. The 8 cent increase
at Matthews established a 75 cent
minimum wage in the feed and
milling industry in New Orleans.
In addition, at the Matthews
mill the present vacation plan
giving two weeks after five years
was reduced to two weeks after
three years service. The contract
carries a six months' reopening
clause on wages.
The agreement was negotiated
by August Harris, business agent
of Local 207, and the plant committee composed of Eugene Williams, Oscar Dent, Willie Chatman, Willie Bibbins and Frank
Thomas.

Negotiations Stall at
Two Oakland Can Plants
OAKLAND—Local 6 members
at American Can and Continental
Can here may have to strike
when their contract expires
March 1, Vice President Paul
Heide said last week.
Lengthy negotiations on demands for $1.35 an hour base
rate have produced nothing so
far. Local 6 is also asking better
vacations, hospitalization, sick
leave and preference of employment for union members.
Three hundred warehousemen
work at these two plants in peak
season.

CIO Protests New
Republican Tax Plan
WASHINGTON (FP) — Plans
of the Republican majority in
the House ways and means committee to report out a new tax
bill without public hearings met
a vigorous CIO protest February
12 with a request that the people
and labor organizations be permitted to voice their views.
Chairman Harold Knutson (R.,
Minn.) has announced he favors
20 per
an
across-the-board
cent tax cut, which would,be giving the largest savings to those
most able to pay higher levies to
the federal government.

to pass union-throttling legislation. The letter was sent in the
name of Henry A. White, the
company president.
White wrote: "There will be no
real solution to these problems
until legislation is passed which
will correct the inequities of the
Wagner Act as it is being interpreted. Some measure of stability and equity in labor management relations must be restored."
The ILWU pineapple workers'
major demands are for a 25-cent
an hour wage boost, reduced
rentals and union security.

Local 6 Wins
Wage Hike at
C&H Sugar
CROCKETT, Calif.—ILWU Local 6 signed an extension of its
contract with the California and
Hawaiian Sugar Company here
February 14 and gained a l2.
cent general wage increase. The
contract will expire next Aug. 30.
At the formal signing in the
offices of the C and H plant,
August Jemenez, business agent,
and'Joseph Lynch, vice president,
of Local 6, participated for the
union. The company was represented by W. H. Stephens, plant
manager, and W. B. Tyler, vice
president and general counsel.
New increases varied between
$22 and $31 a month, with the
minimum daily wage set at $9.90.
This amounts to a boost of $1.00
a day.
In addition, t h e extension
agreement set up a six-step grievance procedure which will speed
up the handling and settlement
of beefs arising in the warehouse.

Japanese Unions
Join for Action

ILWU Local 6 si‘gns contract extending existing agreement
to Auguti SO and securing a 121
/
2 cent an hour pay increasso
at 'California and Hawaiian Sugar Company in Crockett, Calif., February 14, Left to right:
August Jemenez, Local 6 Crockett business agent, W. H. Stephens, plant manager of C. & H.,
and Louis Ghilarducci, shop steward.

Contract Extended

Warehouse Locals Gird on All Fronts
For Tough Struggles Ahead
SAN FRANCISCO—A three
d a y pre-convention warehouse
caucus, to consider special problems which have arisen in view
of the tremendous advances of the
warehouse divsion of the ILWU,
will precede the Seventh Biennial
ILWU convention in San Francisco.
Dates for the conference were
announced February 10 by first
vice president J. R. Robertson,

McKesson
Signs New
ILWU Pact

CHICAGO — ILWU Local 208
signed a pew agreement at the
McKesson and Robbins wareTOKYO (ALN)—Despite Gen- house here February 7 granting
eral Douglas MacArthur's ban a 15-cent across-the-board pay inwhich stopped general strike crease retroactive to September
plans on February 1, Japanese 1, 1946.
Other gains won at McKesson
labor groups are proceeding with
plans for joint action to unseat were guarantees against disthe anti-labor Yoshida govern- crimination in the hiring of new
employees, reduction of the proment.
The Congress of Industrial bationary period from 45 to 30
Unions, Federation of Labor and days, time and one-half after
Trade Union Congress are com- seven hours in any one day, two
bining in a single All-Japan Coun- 15-minute rest periods daily,
cil of Labor, which has as one of maternity leave and simplified
its main goals the establishment grievance procedure.
In addition, an improved vacaof a democratic government.
The labor body will also press tion plan was put in the conits protest to the four-power tract, providing for three days
Allied Council against MacAr- after nine months, one week after
thur's threat to use force to stop a year, two weeks after three
the February 1 walkout. The years and three weeks after 15
protest points out that while Mac- years.
Arthur blamed a "minority" for
Bernard Lucas, president of
the strike plan, the workers and Local 208, who was in charge of
their sympathizers represent the the negotiations, said that the
local now has 90 per cent of the
great majority of the people.
shop signed up. The company
Hayward Workers Vote refused to grant any improvement in the maintenance of
Local 6 at Swift Plant
membership clause a n d the
HAYWARD—Votes for ILWU checkoff.
Local 6 at Swift Fertilizer Company here totaled 18 to 3 for no Pinkerton Guards Move
union in an NLRB election held
To Seattle ILWU Local
last week.
SAN FRANCISCO—The ILWU
The plant is a subsidiary of
was informed January 28 by the
Swift Packing Company.
CIO National Office that it apSince December, 1943, contract proved the transfer of the Pinkerconstruction, trade and the fi- ton Guards in Seattle to the
nance-service-nxiscellaneous divi- rimu.
sions of America's work force
The guards were formerly
have each added 1,000,000 or Local Industrial Union 1547, CIO,
more workers, says the Bureau and will henceforth be part of
Local 9 in Seattle.
of Labor Statistics.

ILWU director of organization.
All warehouse, distributing and
miscellaneous industrial groups
planning to take part in the caucus are expected to be in San
Francisco April 3 at 9:00 a. m.
The sessions will last through
April 5.
AGENDA IS SET
Robertson said the agenda will
deal with six major discussion

subjects: contract and wage demands, on-the-job activity, legislation and political action, education, orgAizing and coordination
between the International and the
locals.
Robertson said:
"We are certain that a real interchange of experiences at this
conference will greatly assist our
warehouse locals. We want every
delegate attending this conference
to acquire an intimate knowledge
of the activities and progress being made in all other locals, and
NEW ORLEANS—ILWU Local In turn, to acquaint the other
1
2 cent an locals with the methods and prac207 negotiated a 7/
hour wage increase for processing tices being used in his own local.
and distribution workers at Swift Finally, we want to develop a proand Company's branch house here gram by which the International
February 5 with the increase be- can better coordinate all phases
coming effective November 1, of activity in the warehousing
and distributing field."
1946.
Also gained was a 7 cent an
hour night shift differential. The
pattern established in the new
agreement follows the national
scale set by the CIO United
CHICAGO—Consolidated Royal
Packinghouse Workers and the
AFL Amalgamated Meat Cutters. Chemical Company granted memThe new wage raise lifts the bers of ILWU Local 208 emminimum for female workers to ployed in their plant here Febru721
/
2 and male workers to 831
/
2 ary 7, a 12% cent general wage
cents an hour. Base rates for increase effective December 1,
women and men at the time the 1946. The company also promILWU organized the Swift plant ised a $5.00 bonus for the first
were 42 and 50 cents an hour re- year of service and an additional
$2.50 for each succeeding year
spectively.
Negotiations were handled by in service.
The contract provides for a
Andrew Nelson, president and
business agent for Local 207, Gus union shop with dues checkoff,
Jackson and James Ganderson, no discrimination in the hiring
of new workers, time and oneplant committeemen.
hall' after eight hours in any 011110
day and double time for Sundays
and holidays.
Improvements in the vacation
clause were chalked up. The
SAN FRANCISCO—The Cali- company will give three days vafornia Labor School reported on cation after six months, one week
February 10 that 57 students have, after a year, ten days after two
registered for its first labor ex- years, two weeks after three
tension course in Santa Rosa, years' employment and three
California.
weeks after five years.
Among the students signing up
are workers from the ILWU Local 6 Wins Election
warehousemen, CIO Electrical
At Barr Foods Plant
Workers and AFL Carpenters.
The course will analyze the
OAKLAND—Workers at Barr
current crop of anti-labor legis- Foods here voted for ILWU Lolation pending in Congress, study cal 6 fifteen to seven in an NLRB
unemployment insurance and election last week. ,AFL Teamworkingmen's compensation regu- stem opposed the warehousemen
lations. Also * considerable part on the ballot.
of the course will be concerned
This potato chip plant makes
with how collective bargaining the fifth Local 6 has organized
works, and trade union principles. in the East Bay.

Swift Workers Win
Pay Boost in La.

ILWU Wins Boost
in Chemical Shop

Santa Rosa Class
On Unions Opens
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How Mr. Rich
BeatsTax Law
is Outlined

Members Should Fully
Participate in Convention
By J. R. Robertson
The National Convention of
the ILWU is scheduled to start
April 7 in San Francisco. Other
important dates are April 3,
4 and 5 when an 1LWU National
Warehouse Conference will be
held. It is of the utmost importance that
all ILWU locals
in
participate
these functions.
The National
Warehouse Conference will affect only our
lowarehouse
cals, but all
locals should immediately plan
Robertson
to send a maximum number of delegates to
ILWIJ Convention. Since the old
method of the International's
guaranteeing transportation and
other expenses of one delegate
from each local has been done
away with, the responsibility
rests squarely on the locals to
raise funds not for a minimum
of one delegate but for as many
as the local is entitled to. If
possible, additional funds should
be raised to send observers as
well.
The rank and file participation in the conduct of the business and formation of policy of
the ILWU has gained worldwide fame for our union and,
more important, the respect of
other workers throughout the
world. The extent to which our
members participate in the life
of our union measures its success. If our members took the
attitude of "Let the other fellow do it" we would not have
spectacular wage gains
the
achieved in the last two years.
ILWU MEMBERS GATHER
IN STORMY TIMES
ILWU members will gather
from San Diego to Alaska, from
Baltimore to San Francisco,
from Canada and from the
Hawaiian Islands to charter the
future course of our union. The
stormy weather of an intensified
program of political reaction
and anti-labor legislation surrounds us. We must have a real
demonstration of solidarity at
this convention and strengthen
our fraternal bonds to guarantee
greater progress for our membership in the uncertain future.
Choose your delegates with
care. There are some members
to whom being * delegate to
ILWU Convention merely means
a jaunt to San Francisco. Leave
these members home! This is
going to be a real working convention.
Send delegates who will be
ready to roll up their sleeves
and pitch into the many prob-

lems confronting the ILWU today. Send delegates who will
come to learn from other locals
how they found solutions to
their problems. Send delegates
who will be eager to share the
secrets of their local's successes
with their fellow ILWU members. Send delegates who will
listen attentively and return
home to report in full detail
what an ILWU convention is
and bow the delegates and officers work together for the
greater welfare of the entire
membership.
RAISE FUNDS BY
MANY METHODS
How funds are raised to send
delegates and observers will
differ from one local to another. Some will run a raffle.
Others may give a dance. Others
may vote an assessment on
themselves. Despite limited
finances, our locals have always
found ways and means to raise
funds for a worthy cause, and
this is certainly a worthy cause.
It is the life blood of our union.
Transportation costs can be
cut to a minimum by many locals through the use of car
pools. Elected delegates who attend the convention on paid vacation time will mean additional
savings. There are countless
ways to cut corners on costs and
surely our members will do so
in order to be fully represented
at their 1947 convention.
WAREHOUSE CONFERENCE
IS LARGEST YET
A word about the National
Warehouse Conference. ... This
will be the largest such conference in the history of our union
and is a "must" for all warehouse and allied locals. This
conference will enable our warehouse locals to work more
closely Usan ever before in
reaching solutions to their common problems in regard to
wages, hours, working conditions and mutual assistance in
negotiations.
Pre-convention preparations
must also include full discussion
by the membership of what
they think our future program
should be so that the delegates
will be able to represent truly
the thinking of the membership.
Resolutions on policy should be
discussed now so that they may
reach the International office
before the convention.
Remember, there is room for
disagreement in your local;
there is room for disagreement
within the International, but
once a majority reaches a decision, it is the task of every
member to put that decision into
effect.
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Government Issues Rank and File
Guide to Labor Laws, Agencies
WASHINGTON (FP)—The U.
S. Department of Labor January
20 issued a 78-page booklet entitled Federal Labor Laws and
Agencies.
The booklet, written in simple,
non-legal style with adequate examples to illustrate legal points,
outlines the Wagner Act, the
Smith Connolly law, the NorrisLaGuardia anti-injunction act,
the Railway Labor Act and other
laws affecting workers.
A section on wages and hours
explains the worker's rights under
various laws and quotes from
court decisions interpreting them.
Another part explains the way
the social security act and the

railroad retirement and unemployment insurance acts operate.
The guide also lists the federal
agencies offering services to
workers and unions, explaining
the functions of each and telling
where to find their local offices.
Copies are available at Division
of Labor Standards, U. S. Labor
Department, Washington 25, D.C.
Although food prices dropped
between mid-November and mid
December, the reduction was
more than offset by sharply
higher prices for all other major
groups of living essentials, according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

, and if rent controls are not removed,

WASHINGTON (FP) —Your
union bulletin board is a good
place to pin up the 2-page center
spread in the February 17 CIO
News which in cartoon and text
tells simply how Mr. Rich Beats
The Tax Law.
"Poor Mr. Rich," the News
sighs as Rich sweats out his tax
table, while Mrs. R. brings smelling salts and the butler rushes
up with a bracer-upper, "His income for 1946 was over $236,000.
Ile takes a look at a tax table and
figures he owes the government
over $180,000. That leaves him
only $56,000 a year to support
his wife and two daughters,!'
CLERK PAYS MORE
Then the cartoons show Mr.
Rich consulting his lawyers, from
whom he learns all the tricks and
loopholes in the tax laws. Entertaining his friends becomes deductible as a business expense,
the friends turning into business
associates. His country estate suddenly becomes a farm on which
he loses money, his car is listed
as a $2,500 business expense, and
so on.
When it's all over Mr. Rich'a
tax rate is only 16 per cent. His
$45 a week clerk has to pay a tax
rate of more than 17 per cent.

Jazz Band Leaders Drive Against
Jimcrow Segregation in Audiences
NEW YORK (FP)—A drive to
get band leaders to refuse to play
before restricted audiences has
been initiated by Norman Granz,
noted jazz critic and producer of
Jazz at the Philharmonic Incorporated.
Granz, whose jazz concert group
has a non-discrimination clause in
all its contracts, suggested the
program in letters to more than
30 outstanding jazz band leaders,
all members of the American
Federation of Musicians (AFL).
Pointing out that 36 Broadway
playwrights and leading producers, directors and members of
Actors Equity (AFL) were discussing a clause whereby they
never would be forced to play a
segregated theater, Granz called
for similar action in music.
Responses already received indicate strong interest in a band
industry program for fighting discrimination.
SHAW SUPPORTS
Artie Shaw wired: "Rest assured that in any attempt to eliminate anti-minority feeling in
America you may count on my
heartiest support."
Arthur T. Michaud for Tommy
Dorsey: "I would like you to
know .. that we are in complete
accord with you in your endeavor
to eliminate racial discrimination
and will certainly cooperate to do
whatever we can to alleviate this
situation."
The King Cole„ Trio: "We are
100 per cent for non-discrimination of audiences and have instructed our manager to insert it
in all of our contracts. It is a
wonderful idea and we are happy
to see so many of our colleagues
feel as we do."
KNOCK DISCRIMINATION
Among the others who responded enthusiastically were
Charlie Barnet, Count Basic,
Buddy Rich and Coleman Hawkins. Spearheading the band industry anti-discrimination drive,
Granz has used a clause in his
contracts for several seasons
which bars discrimination in the

sale of tickets and segregated
audiences.
"I'm convinced from my own
experience, both with concerts
and dances," Grans said, "that the
band industry is in a particularly
good position to help knock out
discrimination. This is especially
true of those states where Jimcrow practices are by choice of
the individual promoter, or hail

management. Where this Is the
case, I am suggesting that band
leaders adopt a contract clause
similar to mine.
"Where Jimcrow is statutory,
we can at least work for a guarantee of equal facilities for all
groups, and cooperate with groups
both within and outside the entertainment field to defeat such
statutes.

Secessionist Movement *
MM&SW Losing Ground
WATERBURY, Conn. (FP) —
The secessionist movement
against the International Union
of Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers
(CIO) appeared to be steadily
losing strength here as some of
the largest locals claimed by the
secessionists voted to stay with
the union and others moved to
replace officers who had joined
the dissident group.
The Torrington and Ansonia
locals of the American Brass
Company, two of the largest locals in Brass Valley, voted by
secret ballot in union halls to
reject appeals of MMSW Board
Member jOhn Mankowski and
CIO Field Representative John
3. Driscoll to withdraw from the
union and affiliate to some other
CIO union. Mankowski and Driscoll claimed their move stemmed
from opposition to alleged Communist policies of the union leadership and its president, Reid
Robinson.
CIO REJECTS REBELS
The Ansonia vote was close but
was considered especially siginificant because it is the home local
of Mankowski and three of six
union organizers who headed the
revolt, all of whom have been
permanently suspended. T h e
national CIO also indicated its
rejection of the rebels with the
announcement that it has removed Driscoll from his position
as field representative. Driscoll
has also been removed from his

f ormer position as business
agent for Local 251 in Waterbury.
Members of the six other locals
claimed by the Driscoll group
told MMISW officials that meetings at which they had voted on
the issue were attended by between 2 per cent and 10 per cent
of the membership and that local
leaders blocked floor demands for
a secret ballot. A petition campaign has been started in these
locals asking the international
union to take over affairs of the
local and provide for the election
of new officers.
Driscoll, meanwhile, is seeking
amendment of an injunction
blocking his group's use of union
funds or property. At a hearing
before Police Judge John Cullinan in Bridgeport February 10
Driscoll suggested holding referenda on company property "with
the cooperation of management"
to determine the position of the
membership.

Ohio Democrat Sponsors
State FEPC Legislation
COLUMBUS, Ohio (FP) — An
Ohio fair employment practice
bill modeled on the New York
law was introduced by Senator
Howard Metzenbaum, Cleveland
Democrat, as SBIO. Other FEPC
bills are expected because the
Republican party is pledged to
such legislation, the Ohio CIO
Council says.

